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(Abstract) 

The purpose of this research was to determine the relationship between apparel store 

satisfaction and the patronage behavior of black college-age consumers. In addition, perceptions 

of the store attributes, the importance attached to the attributes, and personal characteristics were 

investigated separately and in relation to satisfaction. 

A need for this researech exists because consumers’ satisfaction with the environments of 

retail establishments has not been researched as abundantly as satisfaction with products and 

services. It is important for retailers and students in clothing and textiles and business to 

understand the immense diversity among consumers if they are to market merchandise accurately 

and successfully. This study will be of value since it determines the level of retail satisfaction 

of the subjects since satisfaction needs to be understood before there is an understanding of 

patronage behavior and buying habits. 

Data were collected by convenience sampling on the Virginia Tech campus. Surveys were 

administered to students in four sections of an Introduction to Black Studies course in Spring 

1994. The final sample size for this study was 90 subjects. 

Mean ratings of the responses were tabulated from each variables average item scores. The 

perception rating signified that the subjects’ general perceptions of the store personnel and 

atmosphere were between "neutral" and "slightly" positive on the scale. Importance ratings 

signified that the subjects found the store personnel and atmosphere components listed to be "very



important” to "usually important". Satisfaction ratings signified that the subjects felt "satisfied" 

to "neutral" in relation to store personnel, atmosphere and apparel stores in general. It was found 

that there is a significant relationship between the dependent variable, retail satisfaction and the 

independent variable, perception. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed the 

relationship between satisfaction with store atmosphere and perceptions of the store personnel and 

atmosphere to be the weakest relationship of the three satisfaction items. Correlation analyses 

showed no significant relationship exists between store satisfaction and the other variables, the 

importance attached to the image attributes, patronage behaviors, and demographics.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Consumer behavior consists of three distinct activities: shopping, buying, and consuming 

(Tauber, 1972). The function of shopping, and hence of patronizing a store, differs from buying 

in that an individual can shop in, or patronize, a retail establishment without ever buying anything 

from that store. The buying process is a decision to purchase and then the actual purchase of a 

good or service. This decision is generated from a sequence of emotional activities and 

responses. Consumers are greatly influenced and/or conditioned by their own and others’ (family 

and friends) past behaviors. Davidson, Sweeney, and Stampfl (1988) found that most consumers 

are likely to follow whichever purchase decisions assure them the most satisfaction. 

The extent to which competing retailers are able to maintain their share of the market 

depends upon several factors. Retailers should understand that consumers seek the store whose 

image is most similar to the image they have of themselves. Consumers tend to patronize stores 

whose total image is acceptable and appealing to them as individuals. Retailers should not 

attempt to be an ideal store, since none exists. No store image will appeal to all people of 

different ages, income levels, and social groups. What one person finds attractive may not be 

as attractive to another person (Martineau, 1958). For these reasons, retailers should focus on 

certain specific features that make or will make their store different and possibly superior to other 

stores, at least in their local area (Oxenfeldt, 1974), in order to target a specific market. 

Retailers can satisfy the wants and needs of the particular group or groups (Boone, Kurtz, 

Johnson, & Boone, 1974). If retailers do not in some way differentiate their business, their 

stores may become merely close substitutes to consumers.



Tauber (1972) noted that some of the nonproduct satisfactions offered by retailers may be 

as significant as, if not more significant than, product-related satisfaction in determining consumer 

patronage. Thus retailers must understand the nonproduct attributes of store image which affect 

patronage behavior. Retailers do not always attempt to appeal to black consumers (Kern- 

Foxworth, 1991; Miller, 1992). For some retailers there does not seem to be a shortage of black 

customers; for others the same does not hold true. Historically, some blacks have not always 

received "warm" treatment in some retail establishments and a vestige of mistrust often remains 

(LaTour, Henthorne, & Williams, 1989). 

Black Consumers 

There has been very little published research on the attitudes of black consumers toward 

retail stores. Even less research, if any, has specifically studied black consumers in relation to 

retail satisfaction and store patronage behavior. A few studies have compared the purchasing 

habits of black and white women, but they most often focused on low income individuals 

(Braguglia & Rosencrantz, 1968; Hunter, 1967). Dr. Jerome Williams, assistant professor of 

marketing at Pennsylvania State University, argues that "over the years when people talked about 

the black market, they were talking about the ghetto...they would go to white neighborhoods in 

suburban areas and inner-city black neighborhoods and compare the two” (Berry, 1991, p 16). 

The black population represents approximately 30 million consumers or 12.1% of the entire 

American population (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1992), which makes it the largest ethnic group 

in the United States. The 1990 disposable income of blacks was approximately $300 billion; this 

figure is expected to exceed $889 billion by the year 2000 (Kern-Foxworth, 1991). This 

information suggests that blacks have major spending power. Although black consumers earn 

30% less per capita than whites, there is a 22% greater chance that blacks will mention shopping



as a favorite pastime (Baskerville, 1991; Crabtree, 1990). Fewer than half of blacks go shopping 

with a specific buying plan, but they expect to spend an average of approximately $54 each 

shopping trip on general merchandise (Crabtree, 1990). 

As far back as the 1950’s and 1960’s the expenditure patterns of black households were 

compared to the expenditure patterns of nonblack households. It has been found that blacks 

consistently spend a larger portion of their income on clothing and personal care items than do 

whites and Hispanics (Alexis, 1962; Carrol, 1968; Miller, 1992; Wagner, 1990). Wagner and 

Soberon- Ferrer (1990) found that black households spent 19% more on clothing than nonblack 

households. 

Stith and Goldsmith (1989), after an examination of the historical spending patterns of 

blacks, conjectured that black consumers spent a greater portion of their income on clothing 

because they were once denied opportunities to spend great amounts of money on housing, 

recreational products, and other goods usually purchased with discretionary income. However, 

it has been noted that such conclusions should be interpreted cautiously since much research on 

the topic fails to control for socioeconomic and demographic variables between the racial groups 

(Wagner and Soberon-Ferrer, 1990). Harps (1976) found that the black women in the upper and 

lower middle socioeconomic levels in her sample felt that clothing was important in giving the 

wearer greater self assurance. 

The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between apparel store satisfaction 

and the store patronage behaviors of a sample of black college-age consumers. Perceptions of 

store attributes, the importance attached to the attributes, and personal characteristics were 

investigated in relation to satisfaction. This research examined the extent to which apparel 

retailers have been fulfilling the needs and wants of black consumers, and hence giving them



satisfaction. This study is of value because it determined the aggregate and overall levels of retail 

satisfaction of a sample of black college-age consumers. Satisfaction needs to be understood 

before there is an understanding of patronage behavior and buying habits. The study’s findings 

should be helpful information to retailers and educators in clothing and textiles, marketing, and 

consumer behavior among others. It is important for students in these areas to understand the 

immense diversity among consumers if they are to merchandise or market stores and/or products 

accurately and successfully to the consumers.



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

To develop a concept of consumer satisfaction as it relates to an apparel retail store, in 

terms of perceptions of and importance attached to store image attributes, many areas were 

examined for the review of literature. These areas include consumer satisfaction, retail 

satisfaction, measuring satisfaction, store image, store patronage, and demographic characteristics 

of consumers. 

Conceptualizing Consumer Satisfaction 

Satisfaction is the "psychological construct describing the subjective emotional state that 

occurs in response to an evaluation of a set of experiences" (Locke, 1969, p. 309). Previous 

literature on consumer satisfaction has predominately concerned consumers’ evaluations of the 

consumption of specific products (Ash, 1978; Francis & Dickey, 1981; Hager & Handy, 1978; 

Oliver, 1978) and services (Day & Bodur, 1977; Sauer, Chary, & Schweitzer, 1981). Few 

research efforts are devoted to other aspects of the marketing system, most notably the retail 

establishment (Pangan, 1984; Westbrook, 1981). This lack of attention to consumers’ satisfaction 

with the retail store is startling for two reasons. First, consumer satisfaction is not limited to the 

experiences of product usage. Second, retailers need information on consumer satisfaction/ 

dissatisfaction with products that their stores offer, but also with other aspects of shopping, 

buying, and interacting with the store environment (Westbrook, 1981). 

Oliver (1981) defines consumer satisfaction as "the summary psychological state resulting 

when the emotion surrounding disconfirmed expectations is coupled with the consumer’s prior 

feelings about the consumption experience" (p. 27). Oliver states that surprise or enjoyment 

during this evaluation is of short duration, so satisfaction soon decays but strongly affects an



individual’s overall attitude toward purchasing products. Consumer product/service satisfaction 

is the consumer’s emotional response to his/her evaluations, conscious and unconscious, of the 

experiences with usage, consumption, and ownership of the product/service. Consumer retail 

satisfaction is an individual’s emotional reaction to his/her evaluations of the total set of 

experiences realized from patronizing a retail establishment (Westbrook, 1981). 

Rosenberg (1956) is considered one of the first to introduce the expectancy-value model. 

His theoretical viewpoint is that an individual has a relatively stable tendency to respond to a 

given object positively or negatively. The tendency is accompanied by a cognitive structure made 

up of beliefs about the potentials the object offers for attaining or avoiding the realization of 

valued states. The positives and negatives and extremes of the affect felt for the object are 

correlated with the content of associated cognitive structures. Hence, a strong negative affect 

toward a given object should be associated with beliefs that the attitude tends to facilitate the 

avoidance of a number of important values, and vice-versa. The model can be expressed using 

the following equation: 

i 

A= ly I; 2, 
i=l 

where: 

A = the attitude toward an object 

I = the importance of each value associated with the object



P = the potency of the object for realizing value 

i = each value associated with the object. 

The relationship states that the sign and degree of an overall attitude toward an object (A) is a 

function of the sum of the products of the importance (1) of each value associated with the object 

times the potency (P) of the object for realizing value. 

Fishbein’s attitude theory equation provides a theoretical link between evaluation criteria 

and the concept of attitude in the expectancy-value model. The model states that 2 person’s 

attitude toward an object is a function of his salient beliefs that the object has certain attributes 

and of his evaluation of these attributes. Fishbein’s attitude theory equation explains this as 

follows (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Pangan, 1984): 

o #3 

Ay = » 2: e; 
2=1 

where: 

A = the attitude toward some object o 

b = the belief about o (the subjective probability that o is related to attribute 1) 

e = the evaluation of attribute i-n



i= the attribute 

n = the number of attributes over which the products of the beliefs and evaluations 

are cummulated. 

The relationship can be described as the many beliefs an individual has about a given object. 

Associations with each of the attributes are evaluative responses and through conditioning, the 

evaluative responses are associated with the attitude object. The conditioned evaluative responses 

are summed and on future occasions the attitude object will elicit this summed evaluative 

response. 

Measuring Consumer Satisfaction 

An instrument is valid if, among other things, it measures what it is supposed to measure. 

An instrument is reliable if it is accurate and reveals comparable results when administered in 

different settings (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Leedy, 1993). 

Westbrook and Oliver (1981) examined the suitability of selected measures from various 

disciplines to measure consumer satisfaction. Of the measurement scales examined, the Likert, 

semantic differential, and verbal measures appeared favorable for use in measuring satisfaction. 

Their internal consistency was high, they converged well with other measures, and they 

succeeded in discriminating between unrelated variables. It was also found that multi-item rating 

scales have the potential to reduce measurement error. 

The multi-attribute scale assumes that only the beliefs which are salient toward particular 

stores are included (Pangan, 1984). The validity of multi-attribute scales varies with the



measurement approach used. The results are more variable when using a cross-sectional 

approach as opposed to an individual analysis (Pangan, 1984). 

Retail Satisfaction 

The total set of experiences realized in patronizing a retailer is exceptionally diverse since 

stores are such complex organizations. The organizations are comprised of products, people, 

physical environments, policies and procedures, and consumers generally have repeated contacts 

with them over time. Hence, retail and product/service satisfaction are very much related to and 

interdependent with each other and additional variables. 

During various interactions with retail establishments, consumers engage in several 

different activities, including traveling to and from the store, browsing, shopping, searching for 

information, bargaining, purchasing, complaining, and bill-paying. These varied consumer 

experiences related to store patronage may be usefully categorized into two broad areas: 1) the 

organization, e.g., interacting with store personnel, moving about in the store, and reacting to 

the store atmosphere; and 2) experiences with consuming the product/services obtained from the 

retailer. Each of these experiences receives an evaluation and an accompanying emotional 

response from the consumer. Thus, consumers derive satisfaction or dissatisfaction from 

individual experiences in the store environment (Westbrook, 1981). 

Westbrook (1981) found that consumers were able to express their feelings of satisfaction 

or dissatisfaction with in-store experiences through their evaluative responses. Findings showed 

that high levels of satisfaction from certain sources may compensate for lower levels of 

satisfaction from other sources. It was also found that satisfaction from multiple sources 

increased overall store satisfaction, and vice-versa.



As a concept, retail satisfaction encompasses the concept of store image by 

comprehending consumer perceptions of store attributes. Retail satisfaction also involves 

consumers’ subjective evaluations of these attributes. As satisfaction increases, so do the 

favorable attitudes toward the retail establishment, intentions to visit the establishment again, and 

perhaps future patronage of the establishment (Bellenger, Steinberg, & Stanton, 1976; Peterson 

& Kerin, 1983; Schiffman, Dash, & Dillon, 1979). 

Store Patronage 

The general concept of a retail store is an establishment which serves the public by 

providing goods for purchase. Store patronage indicates where consumers shop and why 

consumers choose to shop in certain retail establishments over others (Tauber, 1972). Dominant 

patronizing motives have been found to be convenience, credit availability, helpfulness of the 

store personnel, and the consumers’ beliefs that they will find what they are looking for in a 

particular store. This holds true whether or not an actual purchase takes place (Mittelstaedt & 

Strassen, 1990). 

The opinions consumers form about stores usually have a large impact on patronage 

behavior (Jacoby & Mazursky, 1984). A person can gain a feeling of status and power when 

shopping in a store (Tauber, 1972). These feelings may affect a person’s expected satisfaction 

or confidence in a purchase as well as his/her future patronage decisions and behaviors (Dawson, 

1988). Individuals’ views should be very important to retail managers since these impressions 

ultimately influence where the consumer will shop (Martineau, 1958). 

A few researchers have tried to go beyond myths and misconceptions about black 

consumers to attempt to find differences between black and white consumers related to patronage 

of apparel stores. However, most of the research on the topic deals with female consumers. 
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Cox, Stafford, and Higgenbotham (1972) stated that black women shopped downtown more than 

white women and that black women were less likely to shop through mail order. After studying 

clothing and lifestyle differentials of single black and white women, Edmonds (1979) found that 

a larger proportion of black women than white women comparison shopped before buying their 

clothes. The study also revealed that black women were more price sensitive than white women 

(buying clothes at the end of the season and at clearance sales). Another finding was that black 

women tended to shop more for their clothing in specialty stores and boutiques as compared with 

white women. Shim and Kotsiopulos (1992) believe that black women who patronize clothing 

apparel specialty stores tend to identify strongly with brand names and are more concerned with 

fashion statements, appearance, and grooming than white women. This directly relates to the 

findings of Braguglia and Rosencrantz (1968) and Hunter (1967) who found that black women 

placed more importance on clothing and appearance and tended to pay more for their clothes than 

did white women. Research findings have suggested that the level of apparel store loyalty among 

blacks is low. Fifty percent (Crabtree, 1990) to two-thirds (Harps, 1976; Samli, Tozier, & 

Harps, 1980) of black shoppers indicated having no particular store where they usually shopped 

for their clothing. 

As shoppers fit stores into choice sets, they manipulate the store’s image in their minds 

consciously and unconsciously (Martineau, 1958). The more favorable a store’s image, the more 

likely consumers are to shop and purchase from that store repeatedly (McDougall & Fry, 1974). 

Store image is a function of shopping; since shopping is a function of store patronage, the 

store image is also related to store patronage (Tauber, 1972). Peterson and Kerin (1983) found 

the relationship between store patronage and store image to be very complex. It was stated that 

a high frequency of shopping was associated with a favorable store image, and vice versa. Thus, 

il



store patronage can and does influence a person’s image of the store, and the store image can and 

does influence patronage behavior, and each variable can simultaneously influence the other. 

Store Image 

Store image is the most subjective of all the variables related to shopping, and as such, the 

importance of store image has been greatly misunderstood. The knowledge that store image is 

important is increasing as retailers are focusing less on numbers and dollar signs and giving more 

attention to consumers’ shopping behaviors (Darden & Dorsch, 1990), or as Martineau (1958) 

put it the "nonlogical basis of shopping behavior” (p. 55). It has been noted that certain clothing 

store attributes affect consumers’ retail store selection or patronage (Shim & Kotsiopulos, 1992). 

Pierre Martineau is credited with originating the idea that all stores have an image, or 

personality (Zimmer & Golden, 1988). Martineau described store image as "the way in which 

the store is defined in the shopper’s mind, partly by functional qualities and partly by an aura of 

psychological attributes" (1958, p. 47). Martineau suggests that consumers’ images of stores are 

not always formed through direct experience with the store but that they are often formed through 

word-of-mouth communication. Higie, Feick, and Price (1987) reported that "up to 40% of 

retailers’ clientele were attracted by the recommendations of friends” (p. 261). 

Oxenfeldt (1974) describes store image as "... more than the sum of its parts... it includes 

or is affected by some extraneous elements... [it is a] combination of factual and emotional 

material" (p. 9). Oxenfeldt also states that images are often based on irrelevant information or 

presumptions since consumers often have impressions about stores they have never patronized. 

Many researchers have based their definitions of image on consumer perceptions of many 

store characteristics (Arons, 1961; Kunkel & Berry, 1969; Lindquist, 1974; Walters, 1978).



Arons (1961) described image as a “complex of meanings and relationships serving to 

characterize the store for people" (p. 2). Lindquist (1974) summarized image as everything 

consumers associate with the store. In contrast to Martineau and Oxenfeldt, other researchers 

assert that image may be acquired through experience and is learned (Lindquist, 1974). After 

an in-depth study of image, Berry (1969) defined image in behavioral terms: "image is the total 

conceptualized or expected reinforcement that an individual associates with a particular store" (p. 

1). May (1974) states that when researchers complete store image research they learn that an 

image is made up of different elements. These elements have many different aspects: “some 

tangible, some intangible, some measurable, some not measurable, some significant, some 

insignificant, some changeable, some unchangeable... the dimensions which shoppers consider 

important in one store may be less important to them in a competing store" (p. 16). 

Zimmer and Golden (1988) state that store image consists of the way the store is perceived 

by consumers, however since image is so complex it is usually not easy to identify a store’s 

particular image. These difficulties are two-fold: the first is conceptualization -- what the image 

is or what the components of image are; the second is measurement -- the way consumer 

perceptions are evoked. These factors will be discussed next. 

Store Image Attributes 

When dealing with store image attributes it is important to understand two things. The 

first is to understand which attributes form images or consumer attitudes toward retail stores of 

all types. The second is to understand how these attributes can be measured. 

George Fisk (1961) presented one of the first conceptual models to measure store image. 

The initial attributes Fisk suggested have since been expanded, some of which are supported by 

empirical evidence whereas the others have not yet been scientifically conceptualized. The 

13



attributes presented by Fisk (1961) are (1) merchandise or goods being sold by a retailer which 

are characterized by quality, pricing, assortment of the selection, guarantee, and styling/fashion; 

(2) service which is made up of general service, presence of self service by a retailer, delivery 

service, return and credit policies of the store, and salesclerk service; (3) clientele which focuses 

on the self-concept congruency, and social class appeal, all of which reflect how the consumer 

sees him/herself in relation to the store; (4) physical facilities like elevators, lighting, restrooms, 

temperature in the store, store layout, aisle width, carpeting, and general structure; (5) 

convenience which is comprised of general and locational convenience and parking areas; (6) 

promotion which includes displays, advertisements, sales, trading stamps, and symbols/colors; 

(7) store atmosphere, for instance whether the customer feels accepted and at ease while 

shopping; (8) institutional factors like a store’s reputation and reliability; and (9) post-transaction 

satisfaction with such aspects as returns, adjustments and whether the customer was pleased with 

the purchase and with the store. Of the nine retail store attributes, Lindquist (1974) found that 

merchandise (selection, quality, pricing, styling/fashion) seemed to be the most important image 

factor, (among consumers of all retail stores) followed by service and location. 

Store Personnei and Store Atmosphere 

After examining the social class differentials among single, black females, Samli et al. 

(1980) found that their sample tended to rely more on store characteristics and specific features 

than on the information process and store search process. The respondents often put more 

emphasis on "attribute importance" and less on “activity importance" in their store selection 

process. LaTour et al. (1989) found that black shoppers rely on variables concerned with the 

perceived initial impression of understanding and friendliness of the salesperson, while white 

shoppers tended to focus on variables relating to the perceived qualifications of the salesperson. 

14



Employment of black store personnel was found to be a stronger influencing factor in the 

patronage behavior of college-age blacks than local radio and newspaper advertisements (Carrol, 

1968). Donovan and Rossiter (1982) studied store atmosphere or consumers’ in-store experiences 

and established that environments which promoted pleasure and arousal greatly influenced the 

consumers’ shopping-related intentions while in the store. Such environments had positive 

influences on: 1) enjoyment of shopping in the store; 2) time spent browsing and exploring the 

stores’ offerings; 3) willingness to interact with the store personnel; 4) the tendency to spend 

more money than originally planned; and 5) the likelihood of returning to the store (future 

patronage). 

Measuring Store Image 

Attitude measurement procedures from social psychology have been used most often for 

measuring retail image (Jacoby & Mazursky, 1984). Some existing approaches are semantic 

differential scales, unstructured measuring techniques, multidimensional scaling and multi- 

attribute scales. 

The most widely used technique involves the semantic differential scales developed by 

Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum in 1957 (Jacoby & Mazursky, 1984; McDougall & Fry, 1974; 

Zimmer & Golden, 1988). The scales were originally developed to measure the basic 

components of meaning, especially the meanings evoked by verbal stimuli Jacoby & Mazursky, 

1984). Presently this technique involves having a respondent evaluate an image object or attitude 

along a 5-to-7 point bipolar adjective scale. The semantic differential scales are used in four 

major ways in store image research: (1) to describe image, (2) to relate image to variables like 

consumer loyalty, (3) to assess the importance of image attributes, and (4) to investigate various 

approaches to measurement (Zimmer & Golden, 1988). 

15



Semantic differential scales are popular in image research because of the ease of 

administration, the ease of coding and analyzing data, the minimal literacy requirements of 

respondents, and the favorably high reliability (McDougall & Fry, 1974). Criticisms of this 

approach center around the fact that it is a very structured forced-choice measure that may 

include some unimportant dimensions and may exclude some important dimensions (Zimmer & 

Golden, 1988). Other limitations of the approach are the lack of distinction between an impartial 

rating and a "don’t know" answer, and the inability to measure overall impressions (Zimmer & 

Golden, 1988). 

Another approach to measuring store image is through unstructured measurement which 

is comprised of three techniques: open-ended, psycholinguistic, and projective (Zimmer & 

Golden, 1988). Unstructured measurement, as the name implies, employs unstructured 

questionnaires, followed by content analysis and the coding of responses. The respondents are 

free to discuss whatever characteristics they think and/or feel are relevant to store image. An 

advantage of this approach is that researchers do not impose any image attributes or language on 

the respondents. Another advantage is the possibility of unlimited boundaries of respondents’ 

perceptions. Disadvantages of this method of measurement are that coding is very time 

consuming (Zimmer & Golden, 1988) and greater interpretive analysis skill is required 

(McDougall & Fry, 1974). The coding process in this method may impose researchers’ biases, 

so the use of independent judges may be necessary; this approach also requires greater verbal 

skill from the respondents (Zimmer & Golden, 1988). 

One other means of measuring image, which is the least utilized, is multidimensional 

scaling. This approach represents similarity judgments of stores based on two dimensional 

configurations like price/quality or product depth/width. These measurements allow respondents 
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to base their judgments on whatever criteria are chosen by the researchers. These measurements 

require easy judgments and enable the visual display of respondent perceptions. Any dimensions 

uncovered will depend on the objects included in the set. Naming the dimensions may or may 

not be straightforward, and stores may be judged similar or dissimilar on some basis other than 

image (Zimmer & Golden, 1988). This may or may not be a disadvantage, depending on whom 

the research was for and exactly what the retailers, marketers, and/or educators wanted to find 

out. 

The multi-attribute scale is a very powerful technique for describing and predicting 

consumers’ store image attitudes. The scale provides a great amount of information on the 

importance placed on specified attributes by respondents. Cross-classifying groups of respondents 

by their demographics and importance ratings leads to clearer market segmentation (James, 

Durand, & Dreves, 1976). 

McDougall and Fry (1974) suggest using both the semantic differential scale and the open- 

ended technique (unstructured measurement). By implementing both of these measurements in 

a study, the shortcomings of one approach are countered with the advantages of the other 

approach. The added cost of implementing both techniques is offset by the added benefits of 

accuracy. 

Image is often thought of by consumers when they knowingly or unknowingly include or 

exclude a store from their shopping pattern. Several attributes presented by Fisk (1961) and 

Lindquist (1974), like self-service, delivery, parking, trading stamps, and colors/symbols, may 

not represent what really is important to consumers. But knowing these attributes may still be 

useful to the retailers. 
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Demographics 

Consumer satisfaction reflects the interaction of marketing activities, needs, wants, and 

market structure. Each factor -- socioeconomic, psychographic, and demographic, influences the 

consumers’ level of satisfaction (Pangan, 1984). Harps (1976) and Samli et al. (1980) studied 

the influence of social class on the store selection process among single, professional black 

women. Overall, there were no findings of social class influencing clothing store selection among 

the three social classes observed. Zikmund (1977) believes that age and the number of children 

in the household are the best demographic predictors of blacks’ shopping behaviors. 

Summary 

Consumer satisfaction with retail establishment has not been as extensively researched as 

satisfaction with products/services. This may be due to the complexity of the retail establishment. 

It is the dynamic interacting system of people, environment, and products and services. Thus, 

the study of retail satisfaction should not be just a study of store image or product satisfaction, 

but a mix of other variables as well (Pangan, 1984). 

The benefits of having a favorable store image are that the store will generally be perceived 

in a positive manner in relation to whatever the store does (Martineau, 1958). Customers will 

usually make an effort to purchase from the same store rather than elsewhere for any item they 

need. Another benefit of a positive store image is that consumers may sometimes patronize a 

store if they have nothing else to do, which may lead to an impulse buy (Oxenfeldt, 1974). All 

of the aforementioned benefits lead to economic and/or social power for the retail store (Dawson, 

1988). The economic power is related to an increase in consumer discretionary income and new 

types of retail competition. Both the increase in income and the additional retail choices give 

consumers more alternatives for spending money, and choosing where to shop becomes more 
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important (Dawson, 1988; Martineau, 1958). Therefore, it is important for retailers to plan, 

implement, and control any factors which affect their store’s image (Tauber, 1972). 

The discussion on store image covers (1) several researchers’ definitions of the concept; 

(2) the nine image attributes; and (3) the favored approach of combining the semantic differential 

scale and the unstructured measuring technique to get an accurate measure of store image. This 

review of literature has also suggested that differences exist in shopping, perceptions of image 

attributes, and store patronage behaviors of black women compared to other groups. Black 

women are more likely than white women to shop downtown and in specialty shops and 

boutiques, pay more for their clothing, and comparison shop. Black women are less likely than 

white women to shop from catalogs. It has been shown that blacks have a low level of apparel 

store loyalty and appreciate black store personnel as well as perceived friendly and understanding 

store personnel. Because of the age of some of the reviewed studies and the various limitations 

of the studies concerning the patronage behavior of black consumers, it is suggested that more 

research be done. 
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CHAPTER III 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between apparel store satisfaction 

and the store patronage behaviors of a sample of black college-age consumers. Perceptions of 

store attributes, the importance attached to the attributes, and personal characteristics were 

investigated separately and in relation to satisfaction. Included in this chapter are the objectives, 

research questions, conceptual framework, definitions of terms, assumptions, and limitations. 

Objectives 

(1) To determine black college-age consumers’ general perceptions of apparel stores’ image 

attributes based on two dimensions, store personnel and store atmosphere; (2) to determine the 

level of importance that these consumers attach to these apparel store attributes; (3) to determine 

the relationship between the consumers’ satisfaction and demographic characteristics; and (4) to 

determine the relationship between the consumers’ satisfaction and their patronage behavior. 

Research hypotheses were not developed since, as stated previously in the review of 

literature, there is very limited background information on this topic in relation to black 

consumers to support research hypotheses. However, research questions were developed in 

order to reach conclusions related to the problem statement and objectives of this study. They 

are as follows: 

Research Questions 

(1) What is the overall perception that black college-age consumers have of the store image 

attributes, store personnel and atmosphere? 

(2) What level of importance do black college-age consumers attach to the store image attributes, 

store personnel and atmosphere? 
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(3) What are the patronage behaviors of black college-age consumers? 

(4) To what extent do interrelationships exist among satisfaction and: 

a) perceptions of the image attributes; 

b) importance attached to the image attributes; 

c) patronage behaviors; and 

d) demographic characteristics ? 

Conceptual Framework 

Retail satisfaction, as defined in this study, is the consumer’s expressed sentiment of the 

store attributes realized as a result of the interaction process between the consumer and the store 

(Westbrook, 1981). 

The conceptual framework underlying this interaction process involves consumers’ 

evaluative responses to apparel stores. The framework includes five basic aspects: 1) consumers’ 

perceptions of the store attributes for apparel stores in general based on their self-image and 

previous experiences; 2) the importance that consumers attach to these apparel store attributes for 

apparel stores in general; 3) demographic characteristics; 4) the consumers’ store patronage 

behavior; and 5) the extent that the aforementioned variables relate to apparel store satisfaction. 

The individuals’ responses to stimuli are affected by the manner in which those stimuli are 

perceived. The store images are derived by the manner in which consumers see the store 

attributes in terms of store personnel and store atmosphere. These attributes have several 

components, such as friendly, helpful, and attentive to mane a few, which serve as reference 

points for the creation of the store image to enable consumers to compare and differentiate 

between the two attributes. Consumer demographic characteristics and items concerning 

patronage behavior are also directly related to their level of satisfaction. The relationships 

between retail satisfaction (dependent variable) and the perceptions and importance attached to 
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the store attributes, the patronage behavior, and demographic characteristics (independent 

variables) are shown in Figure 1. 

Conceptual Definitions of Major Constructs 

(1) apparel store image - consumers’ overall judgments based on their perceptions and evaluations 

of the attributes of a retail store. 

(2) apparel store image attributes - components or features which make up retail store images. 

(3) store personnel - employees of a retail store; sales clerks, management, stockpersons, and 

others. 

(4) store atmosphere - psychological factors, e.g., comfort level and feelings of acceptance and 

ease while in the retail environment. 

(5) apparel store - a retail establishment that provides apparel and/or accessories for sale with 

varying price, selection, and size ranges. 

(6) apparel - any clothing item worn on the body, including shoes. 

(7) apparel store patronage - a store choice behavior which represents an individual’s preference 

for a particular store for searching for or purchasing apparel products (Shim & Kotsiopulos, 

1992). 

(8) shopping - seeing what merchandise is available in a store by visiting it and "an event in 

which the transition from a state of affairs to another can be characterized by the acquisition of 

a product” (Darden & Dorsch, 1990, p. 292). 

(9) buying - the acquisition of a product through purchase. 

(10) perception - the process by which a consumer sees and interprets store attributes to form a 

store image. 
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INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
  

  

CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS OF THE 
STORE IN TERMS OF: 

Store Personnel 
Store Atmosphere   
  

    

  

THE IMPORTANCE CONSUMERS 
ATTACH TO THE FOLLOWING: 

Store Personnel 

Store Atmosphere 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

      
  

  
RETAIL SATISFACTION 

    

    

    

  

CONSUMER CHARACTERISTICS: 

Demographics 
Store Patronage Behavior 

    

    

Figure 1. Retail Satisfaction Medel adapted from the Rosenberg (1956), Fishbein (1975), 

and Pangan (1984) models. 
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(11) consumer - an individual who shops and/or purchases an item, not necessarily for self- 

consumption. 

(12) satisfaction - the expressed sentiment of the store image attributes realized from the 

interaction process between the consumer and the store (Westbrook, 1981). 

Assumptions 

(1) Individuals do have perceptions of apparel store image. 

(2) The respondents in the sample will be willing and able to accurately answer questions 

concerning their apparel store patronage behavior in relation to their own image perceptions and 

other questions or items pertaining to the study. 

(3) The store image attributes to be measured in the sample exist in all apparel stores, though the 

respondents may differ in their evaluations of the attributes. 

Limitations 

(1) The size of the sample and age of the subjects will not necessarily be representative of all 

black consumers of different ages who live in different regions. 

(2) The findings will be based on the sample’s responses and not their actual behavior. Their 

self-indicated behavior may be altered since the question of perception will be brought to their 

conscious attention. 

(3) The study will only focus on the sample’s perceptions of and importance attached to the store 

image attributes store personnel and store atmosphere, shopping, buying, and store patronage 

behaviors over a specified period of time - the last 90 days. These variables may change 

depending on situational factors (duration of behavior, places shopped, etc). 

(4) The possible income bias of the student respondents attending the university. 
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(5) The use of convenience sampling to collect data could have affected the representativeness 

of the sample, and therefore the external validity of the findings. 

(6) Conducting the investigation in one region of the country (on the Blacksburg campus of 

Virginia Tech) precluded the diversity of the conditions existing in other urban or rural cities 

and/or states. 

(7) Items which were not answered by all respondents and hence not included in the attributes 

sum scores biases relevant scores downward. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PROCEDURES 

The research was designed to determine the relationship between apparel store satisfaction 

and the patronage behaviors of black college-age students. A questionnaire was designed using 

various scales from previous related research to measure the independent and dependent variables. 

Data were collected from a convenience sample of 90 black undergraduate students on the 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University campus in Blacksburg. The data were then 

Statistically analyzed and interpreted. 

Research Instrument 

The instrument, which is shown in Appendix A, consists of four parts. The first part 

measured overall perceptions of apparel store image attributes. Consumer perceptions were 

solicited on two attributes. Each image attribute is defined by several component factors which 

were measured on a 5-point semantic differential scale using bipolar adjectives and phrases 

(Figure 2). The adjectives/phrases came from previous studies (Berry, 1969; Dickson & Albaum, 

1977; Lindquist, 1975; Westbrook, 1981). Many of the adjectives were derived from Stafford 

(1965) who studied consumers’ preferences for certain characteristics for their ideal salesperson. 

The second part measured the importance of the component factors of apparel store image. 

Respondents were asked to rate each component in terms of its importance on a one-to -five 

multi-attribute scale. 

The third part measured the satisfaction levels of the respondents. Respondents were asked 

to rate the two store attributes, personnel and atmosphere, in relation to the overall quality of the 

apparel stores they frequent. A 5-point Likert-type scale was used. 
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STORE ATTRIBUTECOMPONENT 

Store Personnelfriendly 

pleasant 

available 

attentive 

helpful 

prompt 

interested in being 

of service 

courteous 

race 

Store Atmospherefriendly 

pleasant 

low pressure 

good service 

welcoming 

Figure 2. Store Attribute Categories used for the Present Study



The final part of the instrument inquired about respondents’ patronage behaviors and 

demographic characteristics. The demographics variables are sex, student status, parents 

occupation type (as a gauge of family socioeconomic status), race, and hometown. Student 

status, race, and hometown of the respondents were used as descriptive measures. The sex of 

the respondents and their parent’s occupational classification (SES) were used as weighted 

measures for select analyses. The subjects’ parents’ occupation was used as a measure of 

socioeconomic status (SES) since most professional/managerial positions often warrant higher 

salaries and/or more prestige than occupations in industries where only short-term training is 

neccesary. However, there are limitations to gauging SES by occupation. Some include the fact 

that many individuals may have other forms of income besides their salaries, like real estate and 

returns on investments. Also, some individuals who have professional/managerial jobs may not 

have high salaries or may be living above their means. 

Objective 1: To determine black college-age consumers’ general perceptions of apparel 

stores’ image attributes based on two dimensions, store personnel and store atmosphere was 

addressed by examining the mean score of the survey items related to the respondents’ 

perceptions of apparel store personnel and atmosphere components. 

Objective 2: To determine the level of importance that these consumers attach to these 

apparel store attributes was addressed by examining the mean score of the survey items related 

to the importance the respondents attach to the apparel store personnel and atmosphere 

components. 

Objective 3: To determine the relationship between the consumers’ satisfaction and 

demographic characterics was addressed by examining the correlations between the satisfaction 

items and the weighted demographic measures, gender and socioeconomic status. 
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Objective 4: To determine the relationship between the consumers’ satisfaction and their 

patronage behavior was addressed by examining the correlations between the satisfaction items 

and the patronage behavior items. 

Pilot Test 

A pilot test of the survey instrument was administered to 6 black undergraduate and 

graduate students in the College of Human Resources. Feedback regarding the survey format and 

structure was solicited. Completion time and participants’ attitudes toward the survey were also 

noted, and adjustments were made based on the feedback. 

Data Collection 

Prior to data collection, a request for exemption status was granted by the Institutional 

Review Board (IRB). The criterion for exemption from review by the IRB on the use of human 

subjects includes surveys with no risk to the subjects involved. The data were collected by 

convenience sampling on the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University campus in 

Blacksburg. The area was chosen due to: 1) the cost of data collection; and 2) the accessibility 

of the sample. 

The intent of the research is to determine the relationship between retail satisfaction and 

the patronage behaviors of a sample of black college-age consumers. This group was chosen 

since the age group 18 to 34 as a whole represents more than half of the black population 

(Baskerville, 1991), and most college students fit into this age range. The black consumers in 

this age group also tend to spend most of their discretionary income on impulse items, often 

brand name clothing items (Crabtree, 1990) and may have more in-store experiences. 

Surveys were administered to undergraduates in four sections of the Introduction to Black 

Studies course near the end of the 1994 spring semester. The respondents were asked to answer 
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all the questions on the questionnaire shown in Appendix A during the scheduled classtime. 

Completion time for the survey was between 8 to 10 minutes. The survey cover letter shown in 

Appendix B, which the respondents were asked to sign, included a disclaimer stating that they 

had not previously completed the survey. The instrument was distributed to approximately 100 

students; 94 surveys were returned. However, 4 were incomplete and unusable. The final 

sample consisted of 90 subjects. The final sample is approxiamately 10 percent of the total black 

student population at Virginia Tech during the 1994 spring semester, there were 986 black 

undergraduate students enrolled at the university (Institutional Research, Virginia Polytechnic 

Institutue and State University, 1994). 

Operational Definitions 

(1) perception of apparel store image attributes - respondents’ interpretations of the dimensions 

of store personnel and store atmosphere indicated on the survey instrument’s 5-point semantic 

differential scale using bipolar adjectives and phrases. Each space in the semantic differential 

scale was assigned a weight of 1 to 5, 1 being the most favorable rating and 5 being the least 

favorable perception rating. Perception was measured by a cummulation of the subjects’ mean 

ratings of their perceptions of apparel stores’ personnel and atmospheres. 

(2) importance attached to apparel store image attributes - respondents’ ranking of the importance 

of store personnel and store atmosphere measured on a 1-to-5 multi-attribute scale. For the 

multi-attribute scale in Part II, the weights ranged from 1 to 5, 1 being the very important rating 

and 5 being never important. Importance was measured by a cummulation of the subjects’ mean 

ratings of the importance attached to apparel stores’ personnel and atmospheres. 

(3) retail satisfaction - respondents’ level of satisfaction with the image dimensions store 

personnel and store atmosphere measured on a 5-point Likert-type scale. The satisfaction scale 
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ratings were interpreted with 1 as a "completely satisfied” and 5 as a "completely dissatisfied" 

rating. 

(4) clothing store patronage behavior - respondents’ general activities related to shopping and/or 

purchasing measured through responses to items like, "Do you shop for your own apparel?" 

(5) buying - the frequency the respondents purchased an apparel item over a 90 day period. 

(6) shopping - the frequency the respondents browse through an apparel stores offerings over a 

90 day period. 

(7) blacks - respondents who classify themselves as members of the black race: African- 

Americans, Africans, West Indians, and others. 

(8) socioeconomic status - respondents’ social and economic standing in society determined by 

the occupations of their parents or guardian(s). Classification 1 is a professional or managerial 

position, usually, but not always requiring at least a bachelor’s degree. Individuals in this 

classification are considered in the “upper” socioeconomic status. Classification 2 is a profession 

which requires training, knowledge, and skill but not at the college level. Individuals in this 

classification are considered in the "middle" socioeconomic status. Classification 3 is a 

profession which requires only casual, or short term training. Individuals in this classification 

are considered in the "lower" socioeconomic status. Classification 4 was for unemployed and 

classification 5 was for retired persons. 

Statistical Analysis 

Some of the variables representative of the responses are ordinal, however they were used 

in statistical computations of frequencies which are typically reserved for interval data. After 

obtaining an intercorrelation matrix between each of the survey items, the perception, importance, 

and satisfaction ratings were tabulated from the average item scores of their respective 
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components. Missing values (any items which were not answered by all of the subjects) were 

not included in the attributes’ sum scores. 

The perception score was measured by the subjects’ mean ratings of their perceptions of 

apparel stores’ personnel and atmospheres. After analysis of the intercorrelation matrix, it was 

found that one perception component, "high pressure/low pressure", was not related to the vast 

majority of the other perception components. This implies that "high pressure/low pressure” is 

not a good indicator of perceptions related to personnel. For this reason, this item was omitted 

from the sum score and all statistical analyses. 

The importance score was measured by the subjects’ mean ratings of the importance 

attached to apparel stores’ personnel and atmospheres. After analysis of the intercorrelation 

matrix, it was found that two importance components, "store personnel who are only interested 

in making a sale" and "seeing store personnel of your racial-ethnic group", were not related to 

other importance components. This implies that these two items are not good indicators of the 

importance attached to these attributes. For this reason, these items were omitted-from the sum 

score and all statistical analyses. 

The satisfaction score was measured by the subjects’ mean ratings for the satisfaction with 

apparel stores’ personnel and atmospheres and their overall satisfaction with apparel stores. 

Pearson product moment correlations were computed to determine whether any substantial 

or meaningful relationships exist between the independent variables (perceptions and importance 

of image attributes, patronage behaviors, and demographic characteristics) and the dependent 

variable, apparel store satisfaction. 

After analyzing the matrix of correlations, cross tabs were produced and Chi-Square and 

one-way analyses of variances (ANOVA) were computed to reflect the information obtained from 
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the correlation coefficients. Chi-Square is used to test for significant differences in cross- 

tabulations, and is most often employed to make comparisons between frequencies and not 

between means (Levin & Fox, 1991). 

ANOVA’s signify differences among sample means which are being compared. For this research 

the correlation coefficient was set at a minimum of .30 and only the relationships which were 

found to be significant were discussed in the next chapter. Although a correlation coefficient of 

.30 is often described as a low positive correlation this does not mean the relationship is 

unimportant. Van Dalen (1973) states that "a correlation coefficient is relative and should be 

interpreted in terms of what variables were correlated with what instruments, for what purpose, 

time, and place" (p. 232). 

The topic has not been extensively research and there is a need to recognize the many 

relationships that exist. The significance level throughout these analyses was set at .05. This 

significance level is common in research outside of the realm of medicine. Frequency counts and 

percentages were calculated for each of the survey items related to patronage behaviors and 

demographic characteristics. It should be noted that the statistical analyses used in this study have 

their limitations. All research variables could not be controlled for with the use of correlations, 

one-way ANOVA’s, and Chi-square computations. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between apparel store 

Satisfaction and the store patronage behaviors of a sample of black college-age consumers. 

Perceptions of store attributes, the importance attached to the attributes, and demographic 

characteristics were investigated separately and in relation to satisfaction. 

This chapter presents the findings of the study. They are presented as follows: description 

of the sample, findings concerning the research questions, and discussion of the findings. 

Description of the Sample 

The data were collected by convenience sampling in an Introduction to Black Studies course 

on the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University campus in Blacksburg. The final 

sample consisted of 90 subjects. To obtain a profile of the consumers, respondents were asked 

questions that indicated their demographic characteristics and patronage behaviors. Table 1 

shows the distribution of the respondents by demographic characteristics. 

Student Status 

Among the 90 respondents, 38.9 percent were Ist year students, 21.1 percent were 

sophomores, 16.7 percent were juniors, and 23.3 percent were seniors (Table 1). 

Gender 

Fifty-eight percent of the respondents were female, while 42 percent were male (Table 1). 

Race 

The race distribution showed an overwhelming majority of the respondents, 92.2 percent, 

classified themselves as "black or African-American". Although all of the subjects were 
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Table 1 

Distribution of Respondents by Demographic Variables 

  

  

Demographic Variable Frequency Percent 

Student Status 

first year 35 38.9 

sophomore 19 21.1 

junior 15 16.7 

senior 21 23.3 

Total 90 100.0 

Gender 

male 38 42.0 

female 52 58.0 

Total 90 100.0 

Race 

Black/African-American 83 92.2 

African 3 3.4 

West Indian 2 2.2 

Other 2 2.2 

Total 90 100.0 

Socioeconomic Status (SES) 

Classification 1 45 63.4 

Classification 2 22 31.0 

Classification 3 4 5.6 

Classification 4 and 5 19* 

Total 90 100.0 

Hometown 

Virginia Residents 68 75.6 
Out-of-State Residents 22 24.4 

Total 90 100.0 

  

*Classification 4 and 5 responses (retired/unemployed) were not included in any analyses related 

to SES. 
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considered black for the purposes of this research, the race variable was broken down to see if 

there would be cultural variablilty in the responses (Table 1). 

Socioeconomic Status 

Of the usable responses, the majority, 63.4 percent, of the respondents were in 

classification 1, the upper socioeconomic status; 31 percent were in classification 2, middle 

socioeconomic status; and only 5.6 percent were in classification 3, the lower socioeconomic 

status (Table 1). Classifications 4 and 5 (retired/unemployed) were not included in any analyses 

related to SES. 

Hometown 

A city in Virginia was named as the hometown for 75.6 percent of the respondents, while 

24.4 percent named a city/state other than Virginia as their permanent home address (Table 1). 

Most of the out-of-state residents were from the mid-atlantic and southern regions of the country. 

Research Question Findings 

This section discusses the statistical analyses used to answer the research questions 

developed for this study. 

Research Question 1 

What is the overall perception of the store image attributes, store personnel and atmosphere? 

The mean score for the perception rating is 2.64 with a standard deviation of .65. This 

rating signifies that the subjects’ perceptions of the store personnel and atmosphere were between 

"neutral" and "slightly" positive on the bipolar adjective scale (Table 2). 

Research Question 2 

What level of importance do black college-age consumers attach to the store image attributes, 

store personnel and atmosphere? 
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The mean score for the importance rating is 1.86 with a standard deviation of .69. This 

rating signifies that the subjects found the store personnel and atmosphere components to be "very 

important” to “usually important" on the multi-attribute scale (Table 2). 

Research Question 3 

What are the patronage behaviors of black college-age consumers ? 

Table 3 shows the patronage behaviors of subjects related to the frequency of shopping and 

purchasing from an apparel store in the last 90 days, whether or not they shop for and purchase 

their own apparel, and whether or not they have a favorite store where they shop and make 

purchases. The patronage behaviors also include whether the subjects prefer to shop in an 

apparel store they like over others which are similar, the frequency with which they recall seeing 

apparel store personnel who were black, and whether or not they had ever patronized an apparel 

store where they felt their business was unwelcome. 

It was noted that, in the last ninety days, 12.2 percent had shopped for apparel twice a 

week, almost a third or 32.3 percent of the subjects had shopped once a week, 37.8 shopped 

once a month, and 17.8 percent had shopped less often (Table 3). Only 3.3 percent of the 

subjects had made an apparel purchase twice a week in the last ninety days, 21.1 percent had 

made a purchase once a week, while the majority of the subjects, 75.6 percent, made purchases 

once a month or less often (Table 3). 

The vast majority of the subjects shop for and purchase their own apparel. Most subjects 

have no favorite apparel store to shop (56.2 percent) or make purchases (62.9 percent). The 

majority of the subjects, 70.5 percent, do prefer to shop in an apparel store/store chain over 

others which are similar once they find one they like. Almost three-fourths of the subjects 

reported the frequency of seeing apparel store personnel who were black "often" or 
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Table 2 

Mean Perception, Importance, and Satisfaction Scores 

  

  

ATTRIBUTE MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION 

Perception 2.64 65 

Importance 1.86 .69 

Satisfaction 2.46 61 
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"occasionally", and about a quarter reported "seldom” or "never". A substantial number of 

subjects, 43.8 percent, had patronized an apparel store where they felt their business was 

unwelcome, 31.4 percent may have, and 24.7 percent had never patronized a store where they 

felt unwelcome (Table 3). 

Research Question 4a 

To what extent do interrelationships exist among satisfaction and perceptions of the image 

attributes ? 

The mean score for the satisfaction rating is 2.46 with a standard deviation of .61. This 

rating signifies that the subjects felt "satisfied" to "neutral" in relation to store personnel and 

atmosphere and apparel stores in general (Table 2). 

To determine to what extent a relationship exists between satisfaction and 

perceptions of the store attributes, correlations of the sum scores were computed. For this 

research the correlation coefficient was set at a minimum of .30. The coefficient for these two 

variables was .41, indicating that there is a significant relationship (Table 4). 

Three seperate one-way analysis of variances (ANOVA’s) were computed to determine the 

relationship between the perception rating and each of the satisfaction items: satisfaction with 

personnel, satisfaction with atmosphere, and overall satisfaction with apparel stores. Results 

showed statistically significant relationships between satisfaction with personnel (p = .0069), 

satisfaction with atmosphere (p = .0114), and overall satisfaction with apparel stores (p = .0013) 

(Table 5). 
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Table 3 

Patronage Behavior Patterns of the Respondents 

  

  

Patronage Behavior Frequency Percent 

Frequency of Shopping in the last 90 days 

Twice a week 11 12.2 

Once a week 29 32.2 

Once a month 34 37.8 

Less often 16 17.8 

Total 90 100.0 

Frequency of Purchasing in the last 90 days 

Twice a week 3 3.3 

Once a week 19 21.1 

Once a month 35 38.9 

Less often 33 36.7 

Total 90 100.0 

Do you shop for your own apparel ? 

Yes 86 97.7 

No 2 2.3 

Total 88* 100.0 

Do you purchase your own apparel ? 

Yes 77 88.5 

No 10 11.5 

Total 87* 100.0 

* missing values 
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Table 3 continued 

  

  

Patronage Behavior Frequency Percent 

Do you have a favorite apparel store where you shop ? 

Yes 39 43.8 

No 50 56.2 

Total 89* 100.0 

Do you have a favorite apparel store where you make purchases ? 

Yes 33 37.1 

No 56 62.9 

Total 89* 100.0 

Do you prefer to shop in an apparel store over others 

which are similar once you find one you like ? 

Yes 62 70.5 

No 26 29.5 

Total 88* 100.0 

Frequency with which you have seen store personnel who were black 

Seldom/Never 24 26.7 

Occasional 52 57.8 

Often 14 15.6 

Total 90 100.0 

Have you ever patronized an apparel store where you felt 

your business was unwelcome? 

Yes 39 43.8 

Maybe 28 31.5 

No 22 24.7 

Total 89* 100.0 
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Table 4 

Correlations between Perception Scores, Importance Scores, 

and Satisfaction Scores 

  

  

Perception Importance Satisfaction 

Perception 1.00 il Al 

Importance Al 1.00 19 

Satisfaction 41 19 1.00 

* significance level - .05 
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Table 5 

Summary of the three ANOVA’s of Perception of Store Attributes 

and Satisfaction Items 

  

Satisfaction Item Perception of Store Attributes 

  

F-value P-level DF 
  

1. Satisfaction with Store Personnel 4.33 .0069 3 

2. Satisfaction with Store Atmosphere 3.93 .0114 3 

3. Overall Satisfaction with Apparel Stores 5.74 .0013 3 

* significance level - .05



Research Question 4b 

To what extent do interrelationships exist among satisfaction and the importance attached to the 

image attributes ? 

To determine to what extent a relationship exists between satisfaction and the importance 

attached to the image attributes, correlations of the sum scores were computed. The correlation 

coefficient for these two variables was .19, with the minimum of correlation coefficient set at .30, 

this relationship is not significant (Table 4). 

Research Question 4c 

To what extent do interrelationships exist among satisfaction and patronage behaviors ? 

Correlation analyses were employed to determine to what extent satisfaction relates to the 

subjects’ patronage behaviors. Results showed no significant relationship exists between the 

satisfaction score and the subjects’ patronage behavior item scores. 

Research Question 4d 

To what extent do relationships exist among satisfaction and demographic characteristics ? 

Correlation analyses were employed to determine to what extent satisfaction relates to the 

subjects’ demographic characteristics. Results showed no significant relationship exists between 

the satisfaction score and the subjects’ demographic characteristics. 

Additional Research Findings 

After analyzing the intercorrelation matrix between each of the survey items, some 

additional substantial relationships were found between certain select variables. The first 

substantial relationship is the difference in the perceived friendliness of store personnel by gender. 

The correlation coefficient for these two variables is .34. Cross tabs show that more males than 
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females perceived the store personnel to be "extremely friendly" and fewer males than females 

thought the store personnel were "slightly" or "extremely unfriendly" (Table 6). 

The second substantial relationship is how shopping frequency relates to socioeconomic 

status. The correlation coefficient for these two variables is .30. For the SES sum score, the 

ratings for classification groups 2 (middle) and 3 (lower) were combined since there were so few 

subjects in classification 3 (Table 1). The subjects’ responses to shopping frequency, "twice a 

week" and "once a week" were combined for this analysis as well. Cross tabs show that a 

greater percentage of the respondents in the middle socioeconomic status than in the upper 

socioeconomic status shoppped once or twice a week. 

Discussion of the Findings 

Research question 1 asked "What is the overall perception of the store image attributes, 

store personnel and atmosphere?". The findings are that the mean score for the perception rating 

is 2.64 with a standard deviation of .65. 

The spaces in the semantic differential scale were assigned a weight of 1 to 5, 1 being the 

most favorable rating and 5 being being the least favorable perception rating. This rating 

signifies that the subjects’ general perceptions of the store personnel and atmosphere were 

between "neutral" and "slightly" positive on the scale. Of the twelve usable bipolar perception 

adjectives and phrases "pleasant - unpleasant store atmosphere", "welcoming - unwelcoming store 

atmosphere", and "friendly - unfriendly store atmosphere" were perceived in the most positive 

manner. Their mean scores were 2.3, 2.3, and 2.4 respectively. 

Next, the findings for research question 2 "what is the level of importance consumers 

attach to the store image attributes, store personnel and atmosphere?", are that the mean score 

for the importance rating is 1.86 with a standard deviation of .69. For this scale the weights 
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Table 6 

Perception of Friendliness of Store Personnel in Relation to Gender 

  

Perception of Friendliness 

of Store Personnel 

Gender 

Male Female 

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 

  

Extremely Friendly 

Slightly Friendly 

Neutral 

Slightly Unfriendly/ 

Extremely Unfriendly 

Total 

N = 86 

frequency missing = 4 

Chi Square = 10.780 DF = 3 

P = 0.013 

Cramer’s V = 0.354 

7 19.44 4 8.00 

15 41.67 12 24.00 

13 36.11 22 44.00 

1 2.78 12 24.00 

36 100.00 50 100.00 
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Frequency of Shopping by Socioeconomic Status 

Table 7 

  

Frequency of Shopping 

Socioeconomic Status 

Classification 1 (Upper) Classification 2 

and 3 (Middle) 

  

N % N % 

Once or Twice a week 15 33.3 18 69.2 

Once a month 20 44.4 6 23.0 

Less often 10 22.2 2 7.6 

Total 45 100.0 26 100.0 

N = 71 

frequency missing = 19 

Chi Square = 8.682 DF = 2 

P = 0.013 
Cramer’s V = 0.354 
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range from 1 to 5; 1 being the "very important” rating and 5 being "never important". This 

rating signifies that overall the subjects found the store personnel and atmosphere components 

listed to be "very important" to "usually important". Of the twelve usable importance 

components “pleasant store personnel", "good store service atmosphere", and “friendly store 

personnel" had the most importance attached them. The component “pleasant store personnel" 

was rated equally as important as the component “good store service atmosphere" Their mean 

scores were 1.68, 1.68, and 1.7 respectively. These findings relate to the assertion of Samli 

(1980) that black females rely more on store characteristics and specialty features (attribute 

importance) than the information process or the store search process (activity importance). 

As mentioned previously although the importance component of "seeing store personnel 

who are of your racial-ethnic group" did not appear to be a good indicator of the importance 

attached to by consumers, it was unrelated to the other importance components. This is opposite 

the assertion by Carrol (1968) that employment of black store personnel is a strong influence on 

the patronage behavior of black college-age consumers. These findings may have to do with the 

times that each of these studies was conducted. Since such strides have been made in the 

employment of blacks in many industries maybe this issue is not as important as is it was 30 

years ago. 

In relation to research question 3, "What are the patronage behaviors of black college-age 

consumers?", most subjects have shopped and purchased at least once a month in the last 90 

days. The vast majority of subjects shop for and purchase their own apparel and do not have a 

favorite store to in which to shop or make purchases. The latter finding coincides with previous 

research that stated apparel store loyalty as low mong black consumers (Crabtree, 1990; Harps, 

1976; Samli, et al, 1980). This lack of loyalty could be due to economic reasons, maybe as 

Edmonds (1979) suggested blacks, particularly black women, are more price sensitive and 
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comparison shop more often than white consumers. It could be that black consumers patronize 

whichever stores they can get the most for their money. 

Many subjects stated that they do prefer to shop in certain stores over others which are 

similar once they find one they like. More than half have patronized an apparel store where they 

felt their business was unwelcome. This finding follows LaTour, Henthorne and Williams’ 

(1989) assertion that there has been a historical pattern of black consumers not receiving "warm" 

treatment in some retail establishments. 

To determine whether there was a relationship between satisfaction and perceptions of the 

store attributes, correlations of the sum scores were computed. The coefficient for these two 

variables was .41, indicating that a significant relationship exists. To determine the extent of 

the relationship between the perception rating and each of the satisfaction items (satisfaction with 

personnel, satisfaction with atmosphere, and overall satisfaction with apparel stores) three one- 

way analysis of variances (ANOVA) were computed. Results showed statistically significant 

relationships between satisfaction with personnel (p = .0069), satisfaction with atmosphere (p = 

.0114), and overall satisfaction with apparel stores (p = .0013). 

After analyzing the correlational analyses in relation to research question 4 "To what extent 

do interrelationships exist among satisfaction and a) perceptions of the image attributes; b) 

importance attached to the image attributes; c) patronage behaviors; and d) demographic 

characteristics?", there was little evidence that any relationships exist between the dependent 

variable, satisfaction and the independent variables, with the exception of perceptions of store 

personnel and atmosphere. The mean score for the satisfaction rating is 2.46 with a standard 

deviation of .61. This rating signifies that the subjects felt "satisfied" to "neutral" in relation to 

store personnel and atmosphere and apparel stores in general. These findings suggest that 
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consumers shop and buy for other reasons, or they dismiss the importance they attach to these 

attributes and shop and purchase where they are only moderately satisfied. 

In addition to the findings related to the research questions, other substantial relationships 

were found to exist between the research variables. The first substantial relationship is the 

difference in the perceived friendliness of store personnel by gender. Twenty percent of males 

subjects and 8 percent of female subjects perceived store personnel to be "extremely friendly", 

while 24 percent of female subjects and only 2.78 percent of male subjects perceived store 

personnel to be "slightly" to "extremely unfriendly". These results suggest that males have more 

positive perceptions of apparel store personnels’ friendliness and are less likely than females to 

perceive apparel store personnel as very unfriendly. This could be caused by an unknown 

underlying dynamic since the majority of apparel store sales associates are female. 

The second substantial relationship is how shopping frequency relates to socioeconomic 

status. More than two-thirds, 69.2 percent, of the subjects from middle class families and a 

third, 33.3 percent of the subjects from upper class families, had shopped once or twice a week 

in the last 90 days. Of the subjects from upper class families, 22.2 percent and 7.69 percent of 

the subjects from middle class families shopped less often than once a month in the last 90 days. 

These results suggest that subjects from upper class families shop less often than those from 

middle to lower class families. This may be because those with more income go to apparel stores 

with the intent to purchase and not just shop. Most subjects, 56.2 percent, indicated having no 

favorite apparel store to shop or make purchases from, 62.9 percent. Some of the 43.8 who do 

have a favorite apparel store in which to shop and make purchases, 37.1 percent, listed that 

particular store on the survey. The female subjects’ top three favorite stores for shopping listed 

in the order of frequency are: "The Limited”, "The Gap", and tied for the third, "Nordstroms", 
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“Lane Bryant", "Cato", and "Lerners". The female subjects’ top three favorite stores for 

purchasing do not differ much from their favorite stores for shopping. These stores are: "The 

Limited", "The Gap" and "Lane Bryant" tied for second, and tied for third place, "Nordstroms" 

and "Lerners". It is interesting that three of the six favorites for shopping and purchasing -- "The 

Limited", "Lane Bryant", and "Lerners” are all national chains owned and operated by the same 

corporation. It is also interesting that the majority of the female respondents’ favorite stores for 

shopping and purchasing can be classified as specialty stores. This relates to the finding that 

black women prefer to shop in specialty stores (Edmonds, 1979). The possible reasons for this 

finding may be that as a group blacks feel the garments in specialty shops are of better quality, 

more unique in style and provide a better fit (Giddings, 1982). The favorites for shopping and 

purchasing were consistent across the three socioeconomic groups in this study. Harps (1976) 

and Samli et al. (1980) asserted the same finding that social class does not appear to influence 

clothing store selection among the three social classes observed in their research. 

There was very little agreement among the male subjects when it came to favorite stores 

for shopping or purchasing. The only store which had a multiple listing was "Fine’s", a 

menswear store located in the southern region of the country. Other stores mentioned by male 

subjects included: “The Gap”, "J. Riggins", and "Up Against the Wall". 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between apparel store 

Satisfaction and the store patronage behaviors of a sample of black college-age consumers. 

Perceptions of store attributes, the importance attached to the attributes, and personal 

characteristics were also investigated separately and in relation to satisfaction. Objectives of this 

research were: to determine black consumers’ general perception of apparel stores’ image 

attributes based on two dimensions, store personnel and store atmosphere; to determine the level 

of importance that these consumers attach to these apparel store attributes; to determine the 

relationship between the consumers’ retail satisfaction and demographic characteristics; and to 

determine the relationship between the consumers’ retail satisfaction and their patronage behavior. 

Data were collected from a convenience sample of 90 black undergraduate students on the 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University campus in Blacksburg. A survey instrument, 

which consisted of four parts, was designed using various scales from previous related research 

to measure the independent and dependent variables. The first three parts of the instrument were 

composed of three different scales, a 5-point semantic differential scale using bipolar adjectives 

and phrases, which was used to measure consumers’ perceptions of the apparel store attributes, 

store personnel and atmosphere; a 5-point multi-attribute scale, which measured the importance 

consumers attach to the attributes; and a 5-point Likert-type scale which measured consumers’ 

satisfaction in relation to the store attributes. The last part of the instrument consisted of items 

inquiring about consumers’ patronage behaviors and demographic characteristics. 
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The instrument was pilot tested to determine the completion time and to attain feedback 

regarding the surveys’ format and structure. The statistical analyses included correlations, Chi- 

square, cross tabs, analysis of variance (ANOVA), and frequency counts. 

The subjects’ demographic characteristics showed that most of the subjects were 

black/African-American, first-year female students from Virginia families with a high 

socioeconomic status. Most have shopped and purchased at least once a month in the last 90 

days. The vast majority of subjects shop for and purchase their own apparel and do not have a 

favorite store in which to shop or make purchases. Many subjects stated that they do prefer to 

shop in certain stores over others which are similar once they find one they like. More than half 

occasionally see personnel who are black and have patronized an apparel store where they felt 

their business was unwelcome. 

To determine the perceptions of and the importance attached to store personnel and 

atmosphere, mean ratings of the responses were tabulated from each variables average item 

scores. The perception rating signified that the subjects’ general perceptions of the store 

personnel and atmosphere were between “neutral” and "slightly" positive on the scale. Of the 

twelve usable bipolar perception adjectives and phrases "pleasant - unpleasant store atmosphere", 

"welcoming - unwelcoming store atmosphere”, and "friendly - unfriendly store atmosphere" were 

perceived in the most positive manner. Their mean scores were 2.3, 2.3, and 2.4 respectively. 

The importance rating signified that overall the subjects found the store personnel and 

atmosphere components listed to be "very important” to "usually important” (Table 2). Of the 

twelve usable importance components "pleasant store personnel", "good store service 

atmosphere", and "friendly store personnel" had the most importance attached them. The 
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component "pleasant store personnel" was rated equally as important as the component "good 

store service atmosphere" Their mean scores were 1.68, 1.68, and 1.7 respectively. 

The satisfaction rating signified that the subjects felt "satisfied" to "neutral" in relation to 

store personnel and atmosphere and apparel stores in general. It was found that there is a 

significant relationship between the dependent variable, retail satisfaction and the independent 

variable, perception. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed the relationship between 

satisfaction with store atmosphere and perceptions of the store personnel and atmosphere to be 

the weakest relationship of the three satisfaction items. Maybe, as Westbrook (1981) asserted, 

high levels of satisfaction from one source compensate for lower levels from other sources. 

Correlation analyses showed that no significant relationship exists between the dependent 

variable, store satisfaction and the other independent variables, the importance attached to the 

image attributes, patronage behaviors, and demographic characteristics. Additional findings 

include the difference in the perceived friendliness of store personnel by gender. The correlation 

coefficient for these two variables is .34. | Cross tabs show that males moreso than females 

perceived the store personnel to be extremely friendly and were less likely than females to think 

the store personnel were extremely unfriendly. 

The second substantial relationship is how shopping frequency relates to socioeconomic 

status, the correlation coefficient for these two variables is .30. Cross tabs show that the majority 

of the subjects from middle to lower families are more likely than the subjects in the higher SES 

to shop more often. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

Several implications and recommendations for future research have been developed. They 

are as follows: 

1. A similar investigation to the study just reported with a larger sample size, comparing subjects 

from different age groups and different areas of the country, or variations in the other 

demographic characteristics. A larger sample size and age group from different regions of the 

country would lead to more variations in the findings. For instance, may be an older woman 

froma metropolitan city would be completely unsatisfied with her apparel store choices. 

2. A similar investigation to this study comparing the perceptions of and importance attached to 

store attributes of different racial groups. Such a study could be very interesting since findings 

may suggest that there are no significant differences in satisfaction among the different racial- 

ethnic groups. 

3. An investigation using unstructured measures to obtain more in-depth information on the store 

satisfaction, patronage behaviors, and shopping and buying behavior patterns of black consumers. 

Suggestions include open-ended surveys, which would allow consumers to discuss what is 

important to them in their own words, or on-site mall interviews, where subjects feelings about 

store experiences will probably be more conscious. 

4. Since it was found in this research and others (Crabtree, 1990; Harps, 1976; Samli, Tozier, 

& Harps, 1980) that blacks apparel store loyalty is low, an investigation should be undertaken 

to determine the reason(s). These findings suggest there is room for improvement on the part 

of retailers if they are interested in building patronage with some consumers in this market. 

Since it was found that good service atmosphere, friendly personnel, and pleasant personnel were 
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very important, retailers should train their employees accordingly and continually remind them 

to be friendly and pleasant and provide good service at all times. 

5. The same investigation to the study just reported using multiANOVA’s and multicorrelational 

analyses. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE



    

CADE 0 Peete OSA. (CLF) 

    

OOOGOOOOOY 
APPAREL STORE SATISFACTION SURVEY 

in general, we wouid Ike your opinions about the store personnel and store atmoschere of the eppare! 2 OD@®OOO® ODOO® 

stores’ you shop. Piease use a No. 2 pencil to mark your responses in the Opscan answer column. 

ID@DOOOOOOO® 
Questions 1 - 13 will determine your perceptions of apparel stores. For 

example, if you were to rate “Informed™ on the scale below, the x in the space 451DDOOOOQOOOH} 
means the personnel are slightly unintormed. 

SO@@QOOOOOOL 
1) extremely 2) slightly 3) neutral 4) silghtly 5) extremely 

‘090000900 
Store Personnel 

Example: Informed =: oo: 2: X :_: uninformed TOODOOOOOOOE 

1. friendly - 1:22:93: 4:5 :untrendly. s1DO@@OQOOOOGI 
2 pleasant 2: > 4: 5 5 unpleasant 

3. available 12:30: 4: 5 5 unavailable. 9 DOOO@OOOOS) 
4. attentive 1 2): 3° 4 : § | unattentive. 

s helpful : i 3: 4: 5 5 not helpful. 
i & slow : 2:3: 4° § 5 prompt 

7. courteous 12: 3 4 5: clscoureous. 
a Interested In 1:12:35. 4: 5 | imarested onty 

ee In making a sale. WOODOOODOO@OOR 

. Store Atmosphere 
8. frlencty SAAS vrnonnly, 1DOOOOOOOOG 
10, pleasant an 4 ; unpleasant. 

+1. high pressure 1223 4 5 | low pressure. 12 3 
12 bad service 1-223: 4: 5 3 good service. COOOOOOOOG 
13. walcoming 12333 4: 5 5 unwelcoming. IODOOOOOOOE 

Cuestions 14 through 27 will determine how Important these store attributes 4 
are to you as an apparel consumer, Ve woud like to now the Importanca you OOOOOOOOOE 

would attach to the following store attributes. SOODODOOOOOOH 

1) very Important 2) usually Important 3) sometimes Important 16 

4) rarety Important 5) never impoctant OOOOOOOOO® 

14, friendly store personnel. THOOOOOOOOG 

18. Pleasam store personnal. MOOG 7 
| 18 avalabity of store personnal BSODOOOOOOOG! 

| 1 hatohd sore personnel CEDOGOOOOG 
19. prompt service trom store personnel, 

i 20. sicre personnel who are onty irteresied n making a sale. 
21. COUNBOUS store personnel. 

| | 22 seeing store personnel of your racial-ettvuc group. 

23. —trlandly store atmosphere. ai oe 
| ! 24, pleasam store atmosphere. ° POSOOOOCOOE 
i ; 25. low pressure store atmesphere. sae ON 
, 12 GOod service store atmosphers. TOEGOOOCOE 

|| AT etcoming store atmosphere 2DCOOGOODOSG ! x ; , Guestions 28 - 30 will determine how sstisfled you are with the personnel, WAC 
: atmosphere, and overail quailty of the apparel stores you frequent. oy UC OESCOGE 

: 2 vy NSD) e! ) ae 

1} completely satisfied 2) satisfied 3) neutral ‘ in YDLODOSOS’ 

4) dissatiati weit t re ee ee . : statisiled 5) completety dissatisfied 51D 4 LEDLOTIG 

28. he personnal in apparel stores. SID TACAG < 
29. the atmospnere ct apparel stores’. “$ ~ YOLOVOGSS 

TILECTTETIGS OVER PLEASE iid 
BODDIEGOOQDDG a 

| 
| 

— WULIECECIC SG 
Ais pps bere ibis pt eee? Be CHO 2 ee ee iL 

  

VIRGINIA TECH 

  

  

  

ee eee 

  

1 
; 

  
    

: 
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Please continue to respond according to the same scale az before. 

1} completely satisfied 2) satisfled 3) neutra! 
4) dissatisfied 5) completely dissatisfied 

30. Overall, in general how satisfied are you with retail apparel stores ? 

Questions 31 through 44 will help us to categorize your responses. 

A. Agparel Store Patronage Behavior 
31. How often have you shopped In (browsed through) an appare! store in the last 

90 days ? 

1) ones aweek 3) once a month 
2) twice a week = 4) Jess often 

32. How often did you make purchases at (buy from) these apperel stores In the 
last 90 days? 

1) onca a week 3) once a month 
2) twica a week 4} less often 

33. Do you usually shop for your own apparel 7 
1) yes 2) no 

34. Oo you usually purchase your own apparel 7 
1) yes 2) no 

3s. Do you have a favorite apparal store/store chain where you shop ? 
1) yes 2) no 
If yes, which store . 

36. Do you have a favorite apparal store/store chain where you make purchases? 
1) yes 2) no 
If yes, which store . 

37. Once you find a store/store chain you like do you prefer to shop in t over 
others which are similar ? 

1) yes 2) no 
38. Indicate the frequency with which you have seen apparel store personnel who 

are of your racial-ethnic group. 
1) seidom or never 2) occasionally 3) often 

39. Have you ever patronized an apparel store where you felt your business wes 
urweicome 7 

1) yes 2) no 3) maybe 
3. Demographic Varlables 
40. Incicate your status: 

1) first year student 2) sophomore 3) junior 
4) senior 5) craduale studert 

41, Indicate your sex 1) mate 2) fernale - 
42 Indicate your race: 1) Black/Al-Am 2) African 3) West indian 4) Other 
43. Please indicate your father’s and/or mother's cccupation [or cecupation of 

Guarcian(s)]. You may choose more tran one: 
1) Gassification |: A professional or managerial posilion, usually, but not 

always requiring at Jeast a bachelors degree, 0.9. commissioned officer, 
R.N., CPA, teacher. Please specify: _. 
2) Gassification II: A job which requires training, knowledge, and ri:il but 
NK at the college level, 0.9. auto mechanic, clerical worker, sales 
Gere Please specty 
3) Gassification ill; A job which requires onty casual Of short-term training, 
0.9. walter, domestic worker, laborers. Please spectty- 
4} Gasadication IV: Unemployed. 
5) Gassification V: Cther, #.9., ratired or please specity # unsure . 

  

  

  

44, Indicate your hometown or current permanern address: 

  

THANK YOU VERY MUCH !! 
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APPENDIX B 

SURVEY COVER LETTER 

Spring 1994 

Dear Student: 

Are you Satisfied with apparel stores’ atmosphere and personnel? 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to increase our understanding of apparel retail stores appeal 

to young, black consumers. 

As a consumer will you please take a few minutes to 1) indicate your perceptions of apparel 

stores’ atmosphere and personnel, 2) the importance you attach to these, 3) your apparel store 

satisfaction, 4) your apparel store patronage behavior, and 5) some personal characteristics. 

There are no right or wrong answers, the data will be held in confidence and there are no 

possible risks involved. This research is needed to help complete the requirements for my 

master’s degree in Clothing and Textiles. Thank you for your time and cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Kethley R. Davis 

Graduate Student 

Lillian Holloman, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, Clothing and Textiles 

(OVER 

PLEASE) 
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Appendix B (continued) 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

Informed Consent for Participation 

Title of Project: Apparel Store Satisfaction and its’ Effect on the Patronage Behavior of Black 

Adults. 

Subject Consent Form 

I know of no reason I cannot participate in this study. I have not completed this survey 

at a previous time and I have read and understood the conditions of this project. I have had all 
my questions answered and I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent for 

participation in this project. 

  

Signature 

If interested, you may receive a summary of this research when completed. If so, please 

provide the researcher with a self-addressed stamped envelope. Should you have any additional 

questions about this research or its’ results, you can contact: 

Kethley Davis 

Investigator 

231-5205, Office Phone 

Dr. Lillian Holloman 

Faculty Advisor 

231-3050, Office Phone 
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APPENDIX C 

SUPPORTING TABLES 
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Relationship between Variables and Survey Items 

Table 8 

  

  

VARIABLE SURVEY ITEMS OBJECTIVES 

RETAIL SATISFACTION 128, 129, 130 03, 04 

APPAREL STORE PATRONAGE [31 - [39 04 

APPAREL STORE IMAGE Il - 139 O1, 02 

APPAREL STORE IMAGE ATTRIBUTES _ I] - 130, 138, [39 O1, O02 

APPAREL STORE PERSONNEL I1- 18, 114-122 O1, O02 

APPAREL STORE ATMOSPHERE 19 - 113, 123 - 127 O1, 02 

PERCEPTION Ii - 113 Ol 

CONSUMER Il - 139 O1, 02, 03, 04 

SHOPPING 131, 133, 135, 135 04 

PURCHASING/BUYING 132, 134, 136, 04 

DEMOGRAPHICS 140 - 144 O03 
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Table 10 

Relationship between the Conceptual Framework, Conceptual 
Definitions, the Operational Definitions, and the Survey Items 

  

Conceptual Framework = F; Conceptual Definitions = C; Measurement of Variables = M; 

The conceptual framework underlying the process of interaction between the consumer 

and the store involves consumers’ evaluative responses to apparel stores. This includes five basic 

aspects, the first being (F1) the consumers’ perceptions of the store attributes for apparel 

stores in general based on their self-image and previous experiences; 

(C1) apparel store image - consumers overall judgments based on the attributes of a retail store. 

(C2) apparel store image attributes - components or features which make up retail store images. 

(C3) store personnel - employees of a retail store; sales clerks, management, stockpersons, and 

others. 

(C4) store atmosphere - the retail store environment. 

(C5) apparel store - a retail establishment that provides apparel and/or accessories for sale with 

varying price, selection, and size ranges. 

(C6) apparel - any clothing item worn on the body, including shoes. 

(C10) perception - the process by which a consumer sees and interprets store attributes to form 

a store image. 

(C11) consumer - an individual who shops in and/or purchases an item, not necessarily for self- 

consumption. 

(M1) perception of apparel store image attributes - respondents’ interpretations of the dimensions 

of store personnel and store atmosphere measured on a 5-point semantic differential scale using 

bipolar adjectives and phrases. Each space in the semantic differential scale will be assigned a 

weight of 1 to 5; 1 being the most favorable rating and 5 being the least favorable perception 

rating. 
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(M7) blacks - respondents who classify themselves as members of the black race; African- 

Americans, Africans, West Indians, and others. 

RELATED SURVEY ITEMS: II -I13 

The conceptual framework underlying the process of interaction between the consumer 

and the store involves consumers’ evaluative responses to apparel stores. This includes five basic 

aspects, one of which is (F2) the importance that consumers attach to these apparel store 

attributes for apparel stores in general; 

(C1) apparel store image - consumers overall judgments based on the attributes of a retail store. 

(C2) apparel store image attributes - components or features which make up retail store images. 

(C3) store personnel - employees of a retail store; sales clerks, management, stockpersons, and 

others. 

(C4) store atmosphere - the retail store environment. 

(C5) apparel store - a retail establishment that provides apparel and/or accessories for sale with 

varying price, selection, and size ranges. 

(C6) apparel - any clothing item worn on the body, including shoes. 

(C11) consumer - an individual who shops in and/or purchases an item, not necessarily for self- 

consumption. 

(C12) satisfaction - the expressed sentiment of the store image attributes realized from the 

interaction process between the person and the store (Westbrook, 1981). 

(M2) importance attached to apparel store image attributes - respondents’ ranking of the 

importance of store personnel and store atmosphere measured on a one-to-five multi-attribute 

scale. 

For the multi-attribute scale in Part II, the weights will range from 1 to 5; 1 being the very 

important rating and 5 being never important. 
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(M7) blacks - respondents who classify themselves as members of the black race; African- 

Americans, Africans, West Indians, and others. 

RELATED SURVEY ITEMS: 114 -127 

The conceptual framework underlying the process of interaction between the consumer 

and the store involves consumers’ evaluative responses to apparel stores. This interaction process 

includes five basic aspects, one of which are (F3) personal characteristics; 

(M7) blacks - respondents who classify themselves as members of the black race; African- 

Americans, Africans, West Indians, and others. 

(M8) socioeconomic status - respondents’ social and economic standing in society determined by 

the occupations of their parents or guardian(s). Classification 1 is a professional or managerial 

position, usually, but not always requiring at least a bachelor’s degree. Classification 2 is a 

profession which requires training, knowledge, and skill but not at the college level. 

Classification 3 is a profession which requires only casual, or short term training. 

RELATED SURVEY ITEMS: 140 -144 

The conceptual framework underlying the process of interaction between the consumer 

and the store involves consumers’ evaluative responses to apparel stores. This includes five basic 

aspects, one of which are (F4) the consumers’ store patronage behavior 

(C5) apparel store - a retail establishment that provides apparel and/or accessories for sale with 

varying price, selection, and size ranges. 

(C6) apparel - any clothing item worn on the body, including shoes. 

(C7) apparel store patronage - a store choice behavior which represents an individual’s preference 

for a particular store for searching for or purchasing apparel products (Shim & Kotsiopulus, 

1992). 
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(C8) shopping - seeing what merchandise is available and “an event in which the transition from 

a state of affairs to another can be characterized by the acquisition of a product" (Darden & 

Dorsch, 1990). 

(C9) buying - the acquisition of a product through purchase. 

(C11) consumer - an individual who shops in and/or purchases an item, not necessarily for self- 

consumption. 

(M4) clothing store patronage - how often respondents’ have patronized an apparel store in the 

last 90 days. (M5) buying - the dollar amount spent by the respondents on apparel over a 90 day 

period. 

(M6) shopping - the frequency the respondents browse through an apparel stores offerings over 

a 90 day period. 

RELATED SURVEY ITEMS: [31 - [39 

The conceptual framework underlying the process of interaction between the consumer 

and the store involves consumers’ evaluative responses to apparel stores. This includes five basic 

aspects, one of which is (F5) the extent that the aforementioned independent variables relate 

to apparel store satisfaction. 

(C1) apparel store image - consumers overall judgments based on the attributes of a retail store. 

(C2) apparel store image attributes - components or features which make up retail store images. 

(C3) store personnel - employees of a retail store; sales clerks, management, stockpersons, etc. 

(C4) store atmosphere - the retail store environment. 

(C5) apparel store - a retail establishment that provides apparel and/or accessories for sale with 

varying price, selection, and size ranges. 

(C6) apparel - any clothing item worn on the body, including shoes. 
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(C7) apparel store patronage - a store choice behavior which represents an individual’s preference 
  

for a particular store for searching for or purchasing apparel products (Shim & Kotsiopulos, 

1992). 

(C8) shopping - seeing what merchandise is available and "an event in which the transition from 

a state of affairs to another can be characterized by the acquisition of a product” (Darden & 

Dorsch, 1990). 

(C9) buying - the acquisition of a product through purchase. 

(C10) perception - the process by which a consumer sees and interprets store attributes to form 

a store image. 

(C11) consumer - an individual who shops in and/or purchases an item, not necessarily for self- 

consumption. 

(C12) satisfaction - the expressed sentiment of the store image attributes realized from the 

interaction process between the person and the store (Westbrook, 1981). 

(M3) retail satisfaction - respondents’ level of satisfaction with the image dimensions store 

personnel and store atmosphere measured on a 5-point Likert-type scale. The satisfaction scale 

ratings will be interpreted with 1 as a "completely satisfied" and 5 as a "completely dissatisfied" 

rating. 

RELATED SURVEY ITEMS: [1 - [30 
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Appendix D 

THESIS MANUSCRIPT 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN APPAREL STORE SATISFACTION AND 
PATRONAGE BEHAVIORS OF BLACK COLLEGE-AGE CONSUMERS 

(Abstract) 

The purpose of this research was to determine the relationship between apparel store 

satisfaction and the patronage behavior of black college-age consumers. In addition, perceptions 

of store attributes, the importance attached to the attributes, and personal characteristics were 

investigated separately and in relation to satisfaction. 

Data were collected by convenience sampling on the Virginia Tech campus. Surveys were 

administered to students in four sections of an Introduction to Black Studies course in Spring 

1994. The final sample size was 90 subjects. 

The perception rating signified the subjects’ perceptions of the store personnel and 

atmosphere were between "neutral" and "slightly" positive. Importance ratings signified the 

subjects found the store personnel and atmosphere components listed to be "very important” to 

"usually important". Satisfaction ratings signified that the subjects felt "satisfied" to "neutral" 

in relation to store personnel, atmosphere and apparel stores in general. 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN APPAREL STORE SATISFACTION AND 

PATRONAGE BEHAVIORS OF BLACK COLLEGE-AGE CONSUMERS 

  

Introduction 

  

Consumer behavior consists of three distinct activities: shopping, buying, and consuming 

(Tauber, 1972). The function of shopping, and hence of patronizing a store, differs from 

buying in that an individual can shop in, or patronize, a retail establishment without ever buying 

anything from that store. The buying process is a decision to purchase and then the actual 

purchase of a good or service. This decision is generated from a sequence of emotional activities 

and responses. Consumers are greatly influenced and/or conditioned by their own and others’ 

(family and friends) past behaviors. Davidson, Sweeney, and Stampfl (1988) found that most 

consumers are likely to follow whichever purchase decisions assure them the most satisfaction. 

The extent to which competing retailers are able to maintain their share of the market 

depends upon several factors. Retailers should understand that consumers seek the store whose 

image is most similar to the image they have of themselves. Consumers tend to patronize stores 

whose total image is acceptable and appealing to them as individuals. Retailers should not 

attempt to be an ideal store, since none exists. No store image will appeal to all people of 

different ages, income levels, and social groups. What one person finds attractive may not be 

as attractive to another person (Martineau, 1958). For these reasons, retailers should focus on 

certain specific features that make or will make their store different and possibly superior to other 

stores, at least in their local area (Oxenfeldt, 1974), in order to target a specific market. 

Retailers can satisfy the wants and needs of the particular group or groups (Boone, Kurtz, 
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Johnson, & Boone, 1974). If retailers do not in some way differentiate their business, their 

stores may become merely close substitutes to consumers. 

Tauber (1972) noted that some of the nonproduct satisfactions offered by retailers may be 

as significant as, if not more significant than, product-related satisfaction in determining consumer 

patronage. Thus retailers must understand the nonproduct attributes of store image which affect 

patronage behavior. Retailers do not always attempt to appeal to black consumers (Kern- 

Foxworth, 1991; Miller, 1992). For some retailers there does not seem to be a shortage of black 

customers; for others the same does not hold true. Historically, some blacks have not always 

received "warm" treatment in some retail establishments and a vestige of mistrust often remains 

(LaTour, Henthorne, & Williams, 1989). 

Black Consumers 

There has been very little published research on the attitudes of black consumers toward 

retail stores. Even less research, if any, has specifically studied black consumers in relation to 

retail satisfaction and store patronage behavior. A few studies have compared the purchasing 

habits of black and white women, but they most often focused on low income individuals 

(Braguglia & Rosencrantz, 1968; Hunter, 1967). Dr. Jerome Williams, assistant professor of 

marketing at Pennsylvania State University, argues that “over the years when people talked about 

the black market, they were talking about the ghetto...they would go to white neighborhoods in 

suburban areas and inner-city black neighborhoods and compare the two" (Berry, 1991, p 16). 
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The black population represents approximately 30 million consumers or 12.1% of the entire 

American population (Bureau of the Census, 1992), which makes it the largest ethnic group in 

the United States. The 1990 disposable income of blacks was approximately $300 billion; this 

figure is expected to exceed $889 billion by the year 2000 (Kern-Foxworth, 1991). This 

information suggests that blacks have major spending power. Although black consumers earn 

30% less per capita than whites, there is a 22% greater chance that blacks will mention shopping 

as a favorite pastime (Baskerville, 1991; Crabtree, 1990). Fewer than half of blacks go shopping 

with a specific buying plan, but they expect to spend an average of approximately $54 each 

shopping trip on general merchandise (Crabtree, 1990). 

As far back as the 1950’s and 1960’s the expenditure patterns of black households were 

compared to the expenditure patterns of nonblack households. It has been found that blacks 

consistently spend a larger portion of their income on clothing and personal care items than do 

whites and Hispanics (Alexis, 1962; Carrol, 1968; Miller, 1992; Wagner & Soberon- Ferrer, 

1990). Wagner and Soberon-Ferrer (1990) found that black households spent 19% more on 

clothing than nonblack households. However, it has been noted that such conclusions should be 

interpreted cautiously since much research on the topic fails to control for socioeconomic and 

demographic variables between the racial groups (Wagner & Soberon-Ferrer, 1990). 

Stith and Goldsmith (1989), after an examination of the historical spending patterns of 

blacks, conjectured that black consumers spent a greater portion of their income on clothing 

because they were once denied opportunities to spend great amounts of money on housing, 
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recreational products, and other goods usually purchased with discretionary income. Harps 

(1976) found that the black women in the upper and lower middle socioeconomic levels in her 

sample felt that clothing was important in giving the wearer greater self assurance. 

The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between apparel store satisfaction 

and the store patronage behaviors of a sample of black college-age consumers. Perceptions of 

store attributes, the importance attached to the attributes, and personal characteristics were 

investigated in relation to satisfaction. This research examined the extent to which apparel 

retailers have been fulfilling the needs and wants of black consumers, and hence giving them 

satisfaction. This study is of value because it determined the levels of retail satisfaction of a 

sample of black college-age consumers. Satisfaction needs to be understood before there is an 

understanding of patronage behavior and buying habits. The study’s findings should be helpful 

information to retailers and educators in clothing and textiles, marketing, and consumer behavior 

among others. It is important for retailers and future retailers to understand the immense 

diversity among consumers if they are to merchandise or market stores and/or products accurately 

and successfully to the consumers. 

  

Review of Literature 

  

Developing a concept of consumer satisfaction as it relates to an apparel retail store, in 

terms of perceptions of and importance attached to store image attributes, required examining 
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literature on different topics, these topics included, consumer satisfaction, retail satisfaction, store 

image, store patronage, and and demographic characteristics of consumers. 

Conceptualizing Consumer Satisfaction 

Satisfaction is the "psychological construct describing the subjective emotional state that 

occurs in response to an evaluation of a set of experiences" (Locke, 1969, p. 309). Previous 

literature on consumer satisfaction has predominately concerned consumers’ evaluations of the 

consumption of specific products (Ash, 1978; Francis & Dickey, 1981; Hager & Handy, 1978; 

Oliver, 1978) and services (Day & Bodur, 1977; Sauer, Chary, & Schweitzer, 1981). Few 

research efforts are devoted to other aspects of the marketing system, most notably the retail 

establishment (Pangan, 1984; Westbrook, 1981). This lack of attention to consumers’ satisfaction 

with the retail store is startling for two reasons. First, consumer satisfaction is not limited to the 

experiences of product usage. Second, retailers need information on consumer satisfaction/ 

dissatisfaction with the products that their stores offer, but also with other aspects of shopping, 

buying, and interacting with the store environment (Westbrook, 1981). 

Oliver (1981) defines consumer satisfaction as "the summary psychological state resulting 

when the emotion surrounding disconfirmed expectations is coupled with the consumer’s prior 

feelings about the consumption experience” (p. 27). Consumer product/service satisfaction is the 

consumer’s emotional response to his/her evaluations, conscious and unconscious, of the 

experiences with usage, consumption, and ownership of the product/service. Consumer retail 
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Satisfaction is an individual’s emotional reaction to his/her evaluations of the total set of 

experiences realized from patronizing a retail establishment (Westbrook, 1981). 

Retail Satisfaction 

The total set of experiences realized in patronizing a retailer is exceptionally diverse since 

stores are such complex organizations. The organizations are comprised of products, people, 

physical environments, policies and procedures, and consumers generally have repeated contacts 

with them over time. Hence, retail and product/service satisfaction are very much related to and 

interdependent with each other and additional variables. 

During various interactions with retail establishments, consumers engage in several 

different activities, including traveling to and from the store, browsing, shopping, searching for 

information, bargaining, purchasing, complaining, and bill-paying. These varied consumer 

experiences related to store patronage may be usefully categorized into two broad areas: 1) the 

organization, e.g., interacting with store personnel, moving about in the store, and reacting to 

the store atmosphere; and 2) experiences with consuming the product/services obtained from the 

retailer. Each of these experiences receives an evaluation and an accompanying emotional 

response from the consumer. Thus, consumers derive satisfaction or dissatisfaction from 

individual experiences in the store environment (Westbrook, 1981). 

Westbrook (1981) found that consumers were able to express their feelings of satisfaction 

or dissatisfaction with in-store experiences through their evaluative responses. Findings showed 

that high levels of satisfaction from certain experiences may compensate for lower levels of 
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satisfaction from other experiences. It was also found that satisfaction from multiple experiences 

increased overall store satisfaction, and vice-versa. 

Retail satisfaction encompasses the concept of store image by comprehending consumer 

perceptions of store attributes. Retail satisfaction also involves consumers’ subjective evaluations 

of these attributes. As satisfaction increases, so do the favorable attitudes toward the retail 

establishment, intentions to visit the establishment again, and perhaps future patronage of the 

establishment (Bellenger, Steinberg, & Stanton, 1976; Peterson & Kerin, 1983; Schiffman, Dash, 

& Dillon, 1979). 

Store Patronage 

The general definition of a retail store is an establishment which serves the public by 

providing goods for purchase. Store patronage indicates where consumers shop and why 

consumers choose to shop in certain retail establishments over others (Tauber, 1972). Dominant 

patronizing motives have been found to be convenience, credit availability, helpfulness of the 

store personnel, and the consumers’ beliefs that they will find what they are looking for in a 

particular store. This holds true whether or not an actual purchase takes place (Mittelstaedt & 

Strassen, 1990). 

The opinions consumers form about stores usually have a large impact on patronage 

behavior (Jacoby & Mazursky, 1984). A person can gain a feeling of status and power when 

shopping in a store (Tauber, 1972). These feelings may affect a person’s expected satisfaction 

or confidence in a purchase as well as his/her future patronage decisions and behaviors (Dawson, 
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1988). Individuals’ views should be very important to retail managers since these impressions 

ultimately influence where the consumer will shop (Martineau, 1958). 

There is an interrelationship between store image, shopping, and store patronage. Store 

image is a function of shopping; since shopping is a function of store patronage, the variable 

store image is also related to store patronage (Tauber, 1972). Peterson and Kerin (1983) found 

the relationship between store patronage and store image to be very complex. It was stated that 

a high frequency of shopping was associated with a favorable store mage, and vice versa. Thus, 

store patronage can and does influence a person’s image of the store, and the store image can and 

does influence patronage behavior, and each variable can simultaneously influence the other. 

Store Image 

Store image is the most subjective of all the variables related to shopping, and as such, the 

importance of store image has been greatly misunderstood. The knowledge that store image is 

important is increasing as retailers are giving more attention to consumers’ shopping behaviors 

and are focusing a little less on numbers and dollar signs (Darden & Dorsch, 1990), or as 

Martineau (1958) put it the "nonlogical basis of shopping behavior” (p. 55). 

Pierre Martineau is credited with originating the idea that all stores have an image, or 

personality (Zimmer & Golden, 1988). Martineau described store image as "the way in which 

the store is defined in the shopper’s mind, partly by functional qualities and partly by an aura of 

psychological attributes" (1958, p. 47). Martineau suggests that consumers’ images of stores are 

not always formed through direct experience with the store but that they are often formed through 
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word-of-mouth communication. Higie, Feick, and Price (1987) reported that "up to 40% of 

retailers’ clientele were attracted by the recommendations of friends" (p. 261). 

Many researchers have based their definitions of image on consumer perceptions of many 

store characteristics (Arons, 1961; Kunkel & Berry, 1969; Lindquist, 1974; Walters, 1978). 

Arons (1961) described image as a "complex of meanings and relationships serving to 

characterize the store for people" (p. 2). Lindquist (1974) summarized image as everything 

consumers associate with the store. In contrast to Martineau and Oxenfeldt, other researchers 

assert that image may be acquired through experience and is learned (Lindquist, 1974). 

After an in-depth study of image, Berry (1969) defined image in behavioral terms: "image 

is the total conceptualized or expected reinforcement that an individual associates with a particular 

store" (p. 1). May (1974) states that when researchers complete store image research they learn 

that an image is made up of different elements. These elements have many different aspects: 

"some tangible, some intangible, some measurable, some not measurable, some significant, some 

insignificant, some changeable, some unchangeable... the dimensions which shoppers consider 

important in one store may be less important to them in a competing store" (p. 16). 

Image is often thought of by consumers when they knowingly or unknowingly include or 

exclude a store from their shopping pattern. Several attributes presented by Fisk (1961) and 

Lindquist (1974), like self-service, delivery, parking, trading stamps, and colors/symbols, may 

not represent what really is important to consumers. But knowing these attributes may still be 

useful to the retailers. 
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Store Personnel and Store Atmosphere 

After examining the social class differentials among single, black females, Samli et al. 

(1980) found that their sample tended to rely more on store characteristics and specific features 

than on the information process and store search process. The respondents often put more 

emphasis on “attribute importance" and less on "activity importance" in their store selection 

process. LaTour et al. (1989) found that black shoppers rely on variables concerned with the 

perceived initial impression of understanding and friendliness of the salesperson, but white 

shoppers tended to focus on variables relating to the perceived qualifications of the salesperson. 

Employment of black store personnel was found to be a stronger influencing factor in the 

patronage behavior of college-age blacks than local radio and newspaper advertisements (Carrol, 

1968). Donovan and Rossiter (1982) studied store atmosphere or consumers’ in-store experiences 

and established that environments which promoted pleasure and arousal greatly influenced the 

consumers’ shopping-related intentions while in the store. Such environments had positive 

influences on: 1) enjoyment of shopping in the store; 2) time spent browsing and exploring the 

stores’ offerings; 3) willingness to interact with the store personnel; 4) the tendency to spend 

more money than originally planned; and 5) the likelihood of returning to the store (future 

patronage). 

Demographics 

Consumer satisfaction reflects the interaction of marketing activities, needs, wants, and 

market structure. Each factor -- socioeconomic, psychographic, and demographic, influences the 
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consumers’ level of satisfaction (Pangan, 1984). Harps (1976) and Samli et al. (1980) studied 

the influence of social class on the store selection process among single, professional black 

women. Overall, there were no findings of social class influencing clothing store selection among 

the three social classes observed. Zikmund (1977) believes that age and the number of children 

in the household are the best demographic predictors of blacks’ shopping behaviors. 

Summary 

Consumer satisfaction with retail establishment has not been as extensively researched as 

satisfaction with products/services. This may be due to the complexity of the retail establishment. 

It is the dynamic interacting system of people, environment, and products and services. Thus, 

the study of retail satisfaction should not be just a study of store image or product satisfaction, 

but a mix of other variables as well (Pangan, 1984). 

  

Research Questions and Theoretical Framework 

  

The objectives for this research are: (1) to determine black college-age consumers’ general 

perceptions of apparel stores’ image attributes based on two dimensions, store personnel and 

store atmosphere; (2) to determine the level of importance that these consumers attach to these 

apparel store attributes; (3) to determine the relationship between the consumers’ satisfaction and 

demographic characteristics; and (4) to determine the relationship between consumers’ satisfaction 

and their patronage behavior. 
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Research hypotheses were not developed since, as stated previously in the review of 

literature, there is very limited background information on this topic in relation to black 

consumers to support research hypotheses. However, research questions were developed in order 

to reach conclusions related to the problem statement and objectives of this study. They are as 

follows: 

Research Questions: 

(1) What is the overall perception that black college-age consumers have of the store image 

attributes, store personnel and atmosphere? 

(2) What level of importance do black college-age consumers attach to the store image attributes, 

store personnel and atmosphere? 

(3) What are the patronage behaviors of black college-age consumers? 

(4) To what extent do interrelationships exist among satisfaction and: 

a) perceptions of the image attributes; 

b) importance attached to the image attributes; 

Cc) patronage behaviors; and 

d) demographic characteristics? 

Conceptual Framework 

Retail satisfaction, as defined in this study, is the consumer’s expressed sentiment of the 

store attributes realized as a result of the interaction process between the person and the store 

(Westbrook, 1981). The conceptual framework underlying this interaction process involves 

consumers’ evaluative responses to apparel stores. The framework includes five basic aspects: 
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1) consumers’ perceptions of the store attributes for apparel stores in general based on their self- 

image and previous experiences; 2) the importance that consumers attach to these apparel store 

attributes for apparel stores in general; 3) demographic characteristics; 4) the consumers’ store 

patronage behavior; and 5) the extent that the aforementioned variables relate to apparel store 

satisfaction. 

The individuals’ responses to stimuli are affected by the manner in which those stimuli are 

perceived. The store images are derived by the manner in which consumers see the store 

attributes in terms of store personnel and store atmosphere. These attributes have several 

components, such as friendly, prompt, and available; which will serve as reference points for the 

creation of the store image to enable consumers to compare and differentiate between the two 

attributes. Consumers demographic characteristics and items concerning patronage behavior are 

also directly related to their level of satisfaction. The relationships between retail satisfaction 

(dependent variable) and the perceptions and importance attached to the store attributes, the 

patronage behavior, and their demographic characteristics (independent variables) are shown in 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Retail Satisfaction Model adapted from the Rosenberg (1956), Fishbein (1975), 
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Procedures 

  

Research Instrument 

The instrument consists of four parts. The first part measured overall perceptions of apparel 

store image attributes. Consumer perceptions were solicited on two attributes. Each image 

attribute is defined by several component factors which were measured on a 5-point semantic 

differential scale using bipolar adjectives and phrases. The adjectives/phrases came from 

previous studies (Berry, 1969; Dickson & Albaum, 1977; Lindquist, 1975; Westbrook, 1981). 

Many of the adjectives were derived from Stafford (1965) who studied consumers’ preferences 

for certain characteristics for their ideal salesperson. 

The second part measured the importance of the component factors of apparel store image. 

Respondents were asked to rate each component in terms of its importance on a one-to-five multi- 

attribute scale. The third part of the instrument measured the satisfaction levels of the 

respondents. Respondents were asked to rate the two store attributes, store personnel and store 

atmosphere, in relation to the overall quality of the apparel stores they frequent. A 5-point 

Likert-type scale was used. The final part of the instrument inquired about respondents’ 

patronage behaviors and demographic characteristics. The demographics sex, student status, 

parent’s occupation type (as a gauge of family socioeconomic status), race, and hometown. 

Student status, race, and hometown of the respondents were used as descriptive measures. The 
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sex of the respondents and their parent’s occupational classification were used as weighted 

measures for select analyses. 

Pilot Test 

A pilot test of the survey instrument was administered to 6 black undergraduate and 

graduate students in the College of Human Resources. Feedback regarding the survey format and 

structure was solicited. Completion time and participants’ attitudes toward the survey were also 

noted, and adjustments were made based on the feedback. 

Data Collection 

The data were collected by convenience sampling of black students at a university in the 

western part of Virginia. The intent of the research was to determine the relationship between 

retail satisfaction and the patronage behaviors of a sample of black college-age consumers. This 

sample was chosen since the age group 18 to 34 as a whole represents more than half of the black 

population (Baskerville, 1991), and most college students fit into this age range. The black 

consumers in this age group also tend to spend most of their discretionary income on impulse 

items, usually brand name items (Crabtree, 1990) and may have more in-store experiences. 

Surveys were administered to undergraduates in four sections of the Introduction to Black 

Studies course near the end of the 1994 spring semester. The respondents were asked to answer 

all the questions on the questionnaire during the scheduled classtime. Completion time for the 

survey was between 8 to 10 minutes. The survey cover letter, which the respondents were asked 

to sign, included a disclaimer stating that they had not previously completed the survey. The 
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instrument was distributed to approximately 100 students; 94 surveys were returned. However, 

4 were incomplete and unusable. The final sample consisted of 90 subjects. The final sample 

is approxiamately 10 percent of the total black student population since during the 1994 spring 

semester, there were 986 black undergraduate students enrolled at Virginia Tech (Institutional 

Research, Virginia Polytechnic Institutue and State University, 1994). 

The subjects’ demographic characteristics showed that most of the subjects were first-year 

female students from Virginia families with a high socioeconomic status. Most have shopped for 

and purchased apparel at least once a month in the last 90 days. The vast majority of subjects 

shop for and purchase their own apparel and do not have a favorite store in which to shop or 

make purchases. Many subjects stated that they do prefer to shop in certain stores over others 

which are similar once they find one they like. More than half occasionally see personnel who 

are black and have patronized an apparel store where they felt their business was unwelcome 

(Table 1). 

Statistical Analysis 

Some of the variables representative of the responses are ordinal. However they were used 

in statistical computations of frequencies which are typically reserved for interval data. After 

obtaining an intercorrelation matrix between each of the survey items, the perception, importance, 

and satisfaction ratings were tabulated from the average item scores of their respective 

components. 
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The perception score was measured by the subjects’ mean ratings of their perceptions of 

apparel stores’ personnel and atmospheres. After analysis of the intercorrelation matrix, it was 

found that one perception component, "high pressure/low pressure”, was not related to the vast 

majority of the other perception components. This implies that "high pressure/low pressure" is 

not a good indicator of perceptions related to personnel. For this reason, this item was omitted 

from the sum score and all statistical analyses. 

The importance score was measured by the subjects’ mean ratings of the importance 

attached to apparel stores’ personnel and atmospheres. After analysis of the intercorrelation 

matrix, it was found that two importance components, "store personnel who are only interested 

in making a sale" and "seeing store personnel of your racial-ethnic group", were not related to 

other importance components. This implies these two items are not good indicators of the 

importance attached to these attributes. For this reason, these items were omitted from the sum 

score and all analyses. The satisfaction score was measured by the subjects’ mean ratings for the 

satisfaction with apparel stores’ personnel and atmospheres and overall satisfaction with apparel 

stores. 
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Table 1. Distribution of Respondents by Demographic Variables 
  

  

  

Demographic Variable Percent 

Student Status 

first year 38.9 

sophomore 1.1 

junior 16.7 

senior 23.3 

Total 100.0 

Gender 

male 42.0 

female 58.0 

Total 100.0 

Race 

Black/African-American 92.2 

African 3.4 

West Indian 2.2 

Other 2.2 

Total 100.0 

Socioeconomic Status (SES) 

Classification 1 63.4 

Classification 2 31.0 

Classification 3 5.6 

Classification 4 and 5 (a) 

Total 100.0 

Hometown 

Virginia Residents 75.6 

Out-of-State Residents 24.4 

Total 100.0 
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Pearson product moment correlations were computed to determine whether any substantial 

or meaningful relationships exist between the independent variables (perceptions and importance 

of image attributes, patronage behaviors, and demographics) and the dependent variable, apparel 

store satisfaction. 

After analyzing the matrix of correlations, cross tabs were produced and Chi-Square and 

one-way analyses of variances (ANOVA) were computed to reflect the information obtained from 

the correlation coefficients. For this research the correlation coefficient was set at a minimum 

of .30 and only the relationships which were found to be significant were discussed. Frequency 

counts and percentages were calculated for each of the survey items related to patronage 

behaviors and demographic characteristics. 

Discussion of the Findings 

Research question 1 asked “What is the overall perception of the store image attributes, 

store personnel and atmosphere?". The findings are that the mean score for the perception 

rating is 2.64 with a standard deviation of .65. The spaces in the semantic differential scale were 

assigned a weight of 1 to 5, 1 being the most favorable rating and 5 being the least favorable 

perception rating. This rating signifies that the subjects’ general perceptions of the store 

personnel and atmosphere were between "neutral" and “slightly” positive on the scale. Of the 

twelve usable bipolar perception adjectives and phrases "pleasant - unpleasant store 

atmosphere", “welcoming - unwelcoming store atmosphere", and "friendly - unfriendly store 

atmosphere" were perceived in the most positive manner. Their mean scores were 2.3, 2.3, and 

2.4 respectively. 
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Next, the findings for research question 2 "What level of importance do black college-age 

consumers attach to the store image attributes, store personnel and atmosphere?", are that the 

mean score for the importance rating is 1.86 with a standard deviation of .69. For this scale the 

weights range from 1 to 5, 1 being the "very important" rating and 5 being "never important". 

This rating signifies that overall the subjects found the store personnel and atmosphere 

components listed to be "very important" to “usually important". Of the twelve usable importance 

components “pleasant store personnel", "good store service atmosphere", and “friendly store 

personnel" had the most importance attached them. The component "pleasant store personnel" 

was rated equally as important as the component "good store service atmosphere" Their mean 

scores were 1.68, 1.68, and 1.7 respectively. These findings relate to the assertion of Samii 

(1980) that black females rely more on store characteristics and specialty features (attribute 

importance) than the information process or the store search process (activity importance). 

As mentioned previously the importance component of “seeing store personnel who are 

of your racial-ethnic group" did not appear to be a good indicator of the importance attached to 

by consumers, it was unrelated to the other importance components. This is opposite the 

assertino by Carrol (1968) that employment of black store personnel is a strong influence on the 

patronage behavior of black college-age consumers. These findings may have to do with the 

times that each of these studies was conducted. Since such strides have been made in the 

employment of blacks in many industries maybe this issue is not as important as is it was 30 

years ago. 

in relation to research question 3, "what are the patronage behaviors of black college-age 

consumers?", most subjects have shopped and purchased at least once a month in the last 90 
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days. The vast majority of subjects shop for and purchase their own apparel and do not have 

a favorite store to in which to shop or make purchases. The latter finding coincides with previous 

research that stated apparel store loyalty as low mong black consumers (Crabtree, 1990; Harps, 

1976; Samli, et al, 1980). This lack of loyalty could be due to economic reasons, maybe as 

Edmonds (1979) suggested blacks, particularly black women, are more price sensitive and 

comparison shop more often than white consumers. It could be that black consumers patronize 

whichever stores they can get the most for their money. 

Many subjects stated that they do prefer to shop in certain stores over others which are 

similar once they find one they like. More than half have patronized an apparel store where they 

felt their business was unwelcome. This finding follows LaTour, Henthorne and Williams’ (1989) 

assertion that there has been a historical pattern of black consumers not receiving "warm" 

treatment in some retail establishments. 

To determine whether there was a relationship between satisfaction and perceptions of 

the store attributes, correlations of the sum scores were computed. The coefficient for these two 

variables was .41, indicating that a significant relationship exists. To determine the extent of 

the relationship between the perception rating and each of the satisfaction items (satisfaction with 

personnel, satisfaction with atmosphere, and overall satisfaction with apparel stores) a one-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed. Results showed statistically significant 

relationships between satisfaction with personnel (p = .0069), satisfaction with atmosphere (p = 

.0114), and overall satisfaction with apparel stores (p = .0013). 

After analyzing the correlational analyses in relation to research question 4 "to what extent 

do interrelationships exist among satisfaction and a) perceptions of the image attributes; b) 
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importance attached to the image attributes; c) patronage behaviors; and d) demographic 

characteristics?", there was little evidence that any relationships exist between the dependent 

variable, satisfaction and the independent variables, with the exception of perceptions of store 

personnel and atmosphere. The mean score for the satisfaction rating is 2.46 with a standard 

deviation of .61. This rating signifies that the subjects felt "satisfied" to "neutral" in relation to 

store personnel and atmosphere and apparel stores in general. These findings suggest that 

consumers shop and buy for other reasons, or they dismiss the importance they attach to these 

attributes and shop and purchase where they are only moderaately satisfied. 

In addition to the findings related to the research questions, other substantial relationships 

were found to exist between the research variables. The first substantial relationship is the 

difference in the perceived friendliness of store personnel by gender. Twenty percent of males 

subjects and 8 percent of female subjects perceived store personnel to be "extremely friendly”, 

while 24 percent of female subjects and only 2.78 percent of male subjects perceived store 

personnel to be "slightly" to “extremely unfriendly". These results suggest males have more 

positive perceptions of apparel store personnels’ friendliness and are less likely than females to 

perceive apparel store personnel as very unfriendly. This could be caused by an unknown 

underlying dynamic since the majority of apparel store sales associates are female. 

The second substantial relationship is how shopping frequency relates to socioeconomic 

status. More than two-thirds, 69.2 percent, of the subjects from middle class families and a third, 

33.3 percent of the subjects from upper class families, had shopped once or twice a week in the 

last 90 days. Of the subjects from upper class families, 22.2 percent and 7.69 percent of the 

subjects from middle class families shopped less often than once a month in the last 90 days. 
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These results suggest that subjects from upper class families shop less often than those from 

middle to lower class families. This may be because those with more income go to apparel 

stores with the intent to purchase and not just shop. Most subjects, 56.2 percent, indicated 

having no favorite apparel store to shop or make purchases from, 62.9 percent. Some of the 

43.8 who do have a favorite apparel store in which to shop and make purchases, 37.1 percent, 

listed that particular store on the survey. The female subjects’ top three favorite stores for 

shopping listed in the order of frequency are: "The Limited", "The Gap”, and tied for the third, 

“Nordstroms", “Lane Bryant", “Cato”, and "Lerners". The female subjects’ top three favorite 

stores for purchasing do not differ much from their favorite stores for shopping. These stores are: 

"The Limited", "The Gap" and “Lane Bryant" tied for second, and tied for third place, 

“Nordstroms” and "Lerners". It is interesting that three of the six favorites for shopping and 

purchasing -- "The Limited", "Lane Bryant", and "Lerners" are all national chains owned and 

operated by the same corporation. It is also interesting that the majority of the female 

respondents’ favorite stores for shopping and purchasing can be classified as specialty stores. 

This relates to the finding that black women prefer to shop in specialty stores (Edmonds, 1979). 

The possible reasons for this finding may be that as a group blacks feel the garments in 

specialty shops are of better quality, more unique in style and provide a better fit (Giddings, 

1982). The favorites for shopping and purchasing were consistent across the three 

socioeconomic groups in this study. Harps (1976) and Samli (1980) asserted the same finding 

that social class does not appear to influence clothing store selection among the three social 

classes observed in their research. 
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Table 2. Patronage Behavior Patterns of the Respondents 

  

  

Patronage Behavior Percent 

Frequency of Shopping in the last 90 days 
Twice a week 12.2 
Once a week 32.2 

Once a month 37.8 
Less often 17.8 

Total 100.0 

Frequency of Purchasing in the last 90 days 
Twice a week 3.3 
Once a week 21.1 
Once a month 38.9 

Less often 36.7 
Total 100.0 

Do you shop for your own apparel ? 
Yes 97.7 

No 2.3 
Total 100.0 

Do you purchase your own apparel ? 
Yes 88.5 
No 11.5 
Total 100.0 

Do you have a favorite apparel store where you shop ? 

Yes 43.8 
No 56.2 

Total 100.0 

Do you have a favorite apparel store where you make purchases ? 
Yes 37.1 

No 62.9 

Total 100.0 
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Table 2. continued 

  

Patronage Behavior Percent 

  

Do you prefer to shop in an apparel store over others 

which are similar once you find one you like ? 

Yes 70.5 

No 29.5 

Total 100.0 

Frequency with which you have seen store personnel who were black 

Seldom/Never 26.7 

Occasional 57.8 

Often 15.6 

Total 100.0 

Have you ever patronized an apparel store where you felt 
your business was unwelcome? 

Yes 43.8 

Maybe 31.5 
No 24.7 

Total 100.0 
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Summary 

  

The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between apparel store 

satisfaction and the store patronage behaviors of a sample of black college-age consumers. 

Perceptions of store attributes, the importance attached to the attributes, and personal 

characteristics were also investigated separately and in relation to satisfaction. Objectives of this 

research were: to determine black consumers’ general perception of apparel stores’ image 

attributes based on two dimensions, store personnel and store atmosphere; to determine the 

level of importance that these consumers attach to these apparel store attributes; to determine 

the relationship between the consumers’ retail satisfaction and demographic characteristics; and 

to determine the relationship between the consumers’ retail satisfaction and their patronage 

behavior. 

Data were collected from a convenience sample of 90 black undergraduate students at 

a university in western Virginia. A survey instrument, which consisted of four parts, was 

designed using various scales from previous related research to measure the independent and 

dependent variables. The first three parts of the instrument were composed of three different 

scales, a 5-point semantic differential scale using bipolar adjectives and phrases, which was 

used to measure consumers’ perceptions of the apparel store attributes, store personnel and 

atmosphere; a 5-point multi-attribute scale, which measured the importance consumers attach 

to the attributes; and a 5-point Likert-type scale which measured consumers’ satisfaction in 
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relation to the store attributes. The last part of the instrument consisted of items inquiring about 

consumers’ patronage behaviors and demographic characteristics. 

The instrument was pilot tested to determine the completion time and to attain feedback 

regarding the surveys’ format and structure. The statistical analyses included correlations, Chi- 

square, cross tabs, analysis of variance (ANOVA), and frequency counts. 

The subjects’ demographic characteristics showed that most of the subjects were 

black/African-American, first-year female students from Virginia families with a_ high 

socioeconomic status. Most have shopped and purchased at least once a month in the last 90 

days. The vast majority of subjects shop for and purchase their own apparel and do not have 

a favorite store in which to shop or make purchases. Many subjects stated that they do prefer 

to shop in certain stores over others which are similar once they find one they like. More than 

half occasionally see personnel who are black and have patronized an apparel store where they 

felt their business was unwelcome. 

To determine the perceptions of and the importance attached to store personnel! and 

atmosphere, mean ratings of the responses were tabulated from each variables average item 

scores. The perception rating signified that the subjects’ general perceptions of the store 

personnel and atmosphere were between "neutral" and "slightly" positive on the scale. Of the 

twelve usable bipolar perception adjectives and phrases “pleasant - unpleasant store 

atmosphere", "welcoming - unwelcoming store atmosphere", and "friendly - unfriendly store 

atmosphere" were perceived in the most positive manner. Their mean scores were 2.3, 2.3, and 

2.4 respectively. 
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The importance rating signified that overall the subjects found the store personnel and 

atmosphere components listed to be "very important" to “usually important" (Table 2). Of the 

twelve usable importance components "pleasant store personnel", "good store service 

atmosphere", and "friendly store personnel" had the most importance attached them. The 

component "pleasant store personnel" was rated equally as important as the component "good 

store service atmosphere" Their mean scores were 1.68, 1.68, and 1.7 respectively. 

The satisfaction rating signified that the subjects felt "satisfied" to "neutral" in relation to 

store personnel and atmosphere and apparel stores in general. It was found that there is a 

significant relationship between the dependent variable, retail satisfaction and the independent 

variable, perception. Three seperate one-way analysis of variances (ANOVA) showed the 

relationship between satisfaction with store atmosphere and perceptions of the store personnel 

and atmosphere to be the weakest relationship of the three satisfaction items. Correlation 

analyses showed that no significant relationship exists between the dependent variable, store 

satisfaction and the other independent variables, the importance attached to the image attributes, 

patronage behaviors, and demographic characteristics. Additional findings include the difference 

in the perceived friendliness of store personnel by gender. The correlation coefficient for these 

two variables is .34. Cross tabs show that males perceived the store personnel to be extremely 

friendly more so than females and were less likely to think the store personnel were very 

unfriendly. 

The second substantial relationship is how shopping frequency relates to socioeconomic 

status, the correlation coefficient for these two variables is .30. In relation to the SES sum score, 
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1 cross tabs show that the majority of the subjects from middle to lower families are likely to shop 

2 more often than the subjects in the upper SES. 
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